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The consumer movement, which has swept from Scandinavian to the
United States, recently caught on in Hong Kong.
This study attempts to investigate the rise of the consumer
movement in Hong Kong and its future course through interviews with
both people involved with consumerism and the consumers, from various
sectors of the community. It also presents a comparative study concerning
the various aspects of the movement in various countries throughout
the world. It is hoped that recommendations put forth will benefit
consumers, consumer organizations, the business sector and the govern-
ment in the course of consumer growth here.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
1. 1 General Background
The consumer movement or consumerism is a relatively new
term in the history of Hong Kong. Under British rule, the government
has always adopted laissez-faire as policy guideline. Hence the idea
that the government should play an active role in protecting the interests
of consumers against market malpractices seems to be an unusual one.
However, because of the recent increases in the cost of living--
especially after the oil crisis--things have changed.
In October 1974 the general consumer price index was 187 as
compared to the base fugure (100) in 1963 to 1974. Here we observe
that the price index has nearly doubled in ten years' time. The
increase in the cost of living was driven up even further because of the
recent energy crisis. Since Hong Kong is a small island having no
natural resources, most of the commodities were imported, and inflation
was also imported.
In March 1974 the most essential commodity, rice, experienced
a sharp increase in price. Because rice is an essential commodity, its
price increase exerted a heavy burden on most Hong Kong citizens.
Finally with a hope of regulating the price of rice, a Rice-Advisory
Committee was set up. The setting up of such a committee was at once
welcomed by most citizens. However since it was only consultative in
nature and possessed no real power, a lot of people expressed their
doubts about the usefulness of such a committee. Meanwhile inflation
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continued to be the daily news headline. People were becoming more
and more alarmed at the growing inflation which shot up as high as 20%
in the past twelve months (1).
The idea that Hong Kong should have an organization to take
care of the interests of consumers was under wide discussion in the
press. The Hong Kong Economic Journal, a local Chinese newspaper,
was especially enthusiastic about introducing the concepts and roles
of consumer organizations to Hong Kong citizens: consumer organiza-
tions had already been working successfully in many foreign countries,
and Hong Kong could benefit from their experiences(2).
On March 28, 1974 the Financial Secretary, Mr. Philip Haddon
Cave, finally announced that a Consumer Protection Council (CPC) would
be set up. Its objective would be to develop services on prices and
evolve techniques for identifying and exposing profiteering(3).
The idea of such an organization was well-received by public.
However, there were those who disagreed. Objection was raised by
the Civic Association headed by an Unofficial Legislative Council
member, Hilton Cheong-Leen. Calls were made for actual control on
prices rather than the set-up of a CPC(4). On April 8 the Consumer
Council was formally set up, with Sir Yuet-Keung Kan as chairman.
Twelve citizens were named by the Governor, Sir Murray MacLehose, as
council members (5). This was the first organization to safeguard
Consumers' interests in the history of Hong Kong. In July two more
consumer organization., the International Consumers' Association and
the Association of Hong Kong Consumers, which were both private
organizations, were also set up.
31.2 Aim of the Study
Although the consumer movement is only in its infancy stage
in Hong Kong, it has already a history of seventy years in the United
States. Also the consumer movement is active in countries like the
United Kingdom, Canada, Switzerland, Denmark and Holland. Even among
Asian countries like Japan, Korea, Malaysia, Singapore and the
Philippines, Hong Kong is still at the very preliminary stage. Hence
Hong Kong has the benefit of borrowing experience from these countries.
One of the aims of the thesis is to make a comparative study
of the consumer movement in various countries such as the United States,
the United Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, Canada and Singapore, and
find out what experience would be useful to Hong Kong. Also the causes
for the rise of the consumer movement in Hong Kong is carefully
studied. Because of the rising cost of living, Hong Kong people have
become price conscious and hence more aware of their consumer rights.
Finally with the aid of survey findings, the future trend of the
consumer movement in Hong Kong is studied in detail.
1.3 Source of Information and Research Methodo logy
Collection of information for the thesis began as early as
April 1974, the month when the Consumer Council was set up. Actually
newspapers had already begun introducing the concept of the consumer
movement in February and March. Information collection was mainly
done by selecting relevent references from newspapers.
Information for the thesis was collected in two major ways:
literature research and field survey. As the consumer movement is
a relatively new phenomenon, there were very few books that dealt
with the subject matter in death.
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Literature research
The libraries of both the University of Hong Kong and The Chinese
University of Hong Kong were researched in the hope of finding some
useful information for the thesis. However, there was not a single
book under the heading of "consumer movement" or "consumerism" in the
University libraries the only useful information came from the
Harvard Business Review and Journal of Marketing. There were quite
a number of informative articles about the consumer movement in these
two magazines.
Attention was drawn towards consumer organizations and newspaper
Morning Post offered most help. The Journal had more information about
the consumer movement than the two University libraries and the latter
possessed a complete set of microfilm about consumer problems in Hong
Kong. Hence the information collected from them was very valuable towards
the thesis. On the other hand, the three consumer organizations in
Hong Kong did not possess an information centre of their own.
Information from abroad was collected as early as August 1974.
About thirty letters were sent to major consumer organizations which covered
ten countries abroad. They included the United States, the United Kingdom,
Canada, Australia, Singapore, New Zealand, the Netherlands, Japan, Austria
and Sweden. The letters sent were designed.to find out details about
the consumer organizations and situations about the consumer movement that
has been going on in each country. The following consumer organiza-
tions supplied information for the thesis:
publisher. The Hong Kong Economic Journal ( 信報 ) and the South China
5The International Organization of Consumers Union, the Hague,
Netherlands
Consumers' Association, United Kingdom
National Consumers League, the United States
Office of Consumer Affairs, the United States
Consumer Union of United States, Inc.
Consumers' Association of Singapore
Consumers' Association of Canada
Australian Consumers' Association
Consumers' Institute, New Zealand
Field survey
This consisted essentially of two parts, and each was designed
to get feelings of the respondents about consumerism. The first part
consisted in interviewing consumer leaders in Hong Kong. They included
Ophelia Rahmin, Administrative Secretary of the Consumer Council
S. K. Fung, Deputy Administrative Secretary Michael Hung, Chairman
of the Association of Hong Kong Consumers Ltd. Edmund Chow, Chairman
of the Universal Consumers Association Ltd., and William Shum,
Secretary General of the Association. The earliest interview was
conducted in September of 1974. However, in order to get up-to-date
information, most of the interviews were conducted in January 1975.
Interviews, which lasted approximately one hour each time, were conducted
at the offices of the interviewees concerned. A copy of the questions
asked is attached in Appendix A (p.99).
The second part of the field survey consisted of interviewing
consumers in Hong Kong. Interviewees were over twenty years of age
and selected so that he or she was in the Colony last year. Also,
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only one member from each household was interviewed. Respondents were
chosen in such a way that a wide range of educational standards,
occupations and incomes were covered. Out of 140 respondents, 122 were
considered usable for the survey. The questionnaire design was based on
the following hypotheses:
1. Citizens are beginning to be aware of the consumer
movement in Hong Kong.
2. The increasing cost of living is the major cause for
the rise of the consumer movement in Hong Kong.
3. Performance by Hong Kong consumer organizations is
satisfactory so far, but further efforts are still needed.
4. There is a considerable gap between consumers and the
commercial sector.
5. Government attitude is one of the important factors
that affects the progress of the consumer movement.
6. The consumer movement will grow slowly in Hong Kong.
The questionnaire consisted of seven pages, written in Chinese.
The English version of the questionnaire (Appendix B) consisted of
thirteen pages.
The questionnaire consisted mainly of agree-disagree statements
and a number of ranking and checking questions. In order to probe
deeper into respondents' attitude towards the consumer movement, twenty-
three Likert-type statements were also incorporated in the questionnaire.
These were grouped under four headings: advertisement truthfulness,
attitudes of consumers, consumer and the business, as well as
government regulation, and choices ranged from strongly agree to
strongly disagree. In addition to these, the questionnaire also requested
the following information for classification: occupation,
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sex, address, housing type, education standard, monthly family income,
age, marital status and number of household members. The questionnaires
were then analysed in terms of these classification variables.
1.4 Limitation of the Study
Actually consumer legislation is a vital topic in the discussion
of the consumer movement. Hence every attempt was made to include this
aspect in the thesis. However, the request for information about
consumer-legislation was turned down twice by the Law Society of Hong
Kong because it is outside the province of this society to comment
on law matters raised by private individuals (Appendix C). The
Department of Law of the Hong Kong University was also not prepared
to answer such a request because provision of answers to them would
be a task of some magnitude (Appendix D). Since no bodies other than
the two mentioned above were authoritative in legal matters, the idea
to include the aspect of consumer legislation in the thesis was dropped.
When the questionnaire was being drafted, the idea was to cover
a wide sector of the community so that the research findings would be
representative of the situation in Hong Kong. Letters were sent to
various Kaifong Associations with the hope that the Kaifong leaders
could help in finding the required type of respondents in different
locations of the Colony. Letters were sent in early October and
communities contacted included Yaumati, Shamsuipo, Mongkok, and
Tsimshatsui, Because no responses were received, the idea of including a
wide sector of the public in the survey was dropped. Respondents of the
present survey included chiefly white collar workers and teachers, the
remaining being professionals (engineers and executives), blue collar
workers (factory workers and technician), housewives, businessmen and
students.
2.0 THE RISE OF CONSUMERISM
2.1 The Consumer in A Free Economy
Traditionally the consumer played the role of king in the
market place because it was the money he spent that made the economy
run. However, owing to the increasing complexity of society, the extent
of consumer movement, which is due to the organized efforts of consumers
in demanding more rights, is now growing rapidly in most countries all
over the world. In this chapter the origin and nature of the consumer
movement are discussed. Also a survey recently conducted by the author
to probe into consumers' awareness of the consumer movement in Hong Kong
and its future is discussed.
The classical model--the consumer is king
All products must bend to the consumer's will. From the
moment it fails to coform to the consumers' demand it becomes upprofitable.
The free competition compels that obedience of the producer to the
consumers' will, and also, in the case of need, the transfer of the means
of production from the hands of those unable to achieve what the consumer
demands into the hands of those better able to direct production. The
Lord of production is the consumer (15 p.443)
In the traditional model of the free enterprise system, the consumer
is cast the role of king largely because the expenditure of his income
on different types of consumer products indirectly determines the
allocation of the resources of society. His job is to guide the economy
so that goods and services which satisfy consumer needs are the sole
purpose of the economy, and the aim of production and consumption in
society is for the welfare of consumers. Consumers can exercise their
influences on the economy by accepting those goods or services they
feel satisfied with and by refusing to purchase those items that are
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not satisfactory with them.
In this model the mechanism by which the free enterprise system
is regulated is the price system (Figure 2.1). If consumers demand
more of certain types of goods or services, the price system will
reflect the increased demand in the form of price increases. Under
the profit motive manufacturers will produce more of these goods or
services. On the other hand, if prices go down, production will be
scaled down. Consumers, through the price system, tell enterprises
what to produce and enterprises, seeking profit, employ different
factors of production to produce goods and services that consumers
need. The key concepts in this model are free enterprise, profit
motive, right of private property, free contract and free competition.
Consumers are assumed to make their purchasing decisions in the -lor
light of rational choice and full market information.
Is the consumer really sovereign?
The initiative in dealing what is to be produced comes not
from the sovereign consumer, who, through the market, issues the
instructions that bend the productivity mechanism to his ultimate
will. Rather, it comes from the great producing organisation which
reaches forward to control the markets that it is presumed to serve,
and beyond, to bend the customer to its needs (7 p.212).
The wants of the affluent society, being original with the
consumer, are contrived for him by modern advertising and salesmanship
The Producer manages consumer behavior and shapes the
attitude of those he serves (10 pp. 98--149).
The classical model puts the consumer in the place of
king. However, on the other end of the scale, some economists
contend that the concept of consumer sovereignty no longer applies in
the modern economy. Instead the consumer plays the role of a pawn
rather than king in the market place. He is pictured as an Alice in
a Wonderland, of conflicting claims, bright promises, fancy packages,
soaring words, and almost impenetrable ignorance (2). Very often
he does not know enough about the products bought and frequently he
10
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is deceived as to price, quality, quantity, sizes, name, weight, content,
and many other items in buying.
There has been much controversy about this aspect of the consumer
in the market place. Some suggest that the market place is actually
a combination of control exercised by producers on consumers and control
exercised by consumers on producers. The concept of consumer sovereignty
in any actual situation is questionable at least by the following
factors.
1. The theory assumes that consumer choices are rational. However,
most psychologists consider that consumer behavior is also influenced
by irrational considerations. Psychologist W.A. Woods had divided
consumers into the following types (25 p.102):
a) Habit-determined consumers--loyal to brands.
b) Cognitive consumers--sensitive to rational claims.
c) Price cognitive consumers--sensitive to rational claims.
d) Impulse consumers--buy on the basis of physical appearance,
insensitive to brands.
e) Emotional consumers--respond to images.
2. The theory assumes that the purpose of production is to produce
what consumers want. This is questionable as seen by some consumers
who doubt whether producers are motivated more by a desire to
satisfy consumer wants or by a desire to make more money. Actually
consumers' preferences are satisfied only within the limits of what
producers decide to produce. Very often people become bored
about a prevailing style and welcome a new style though the article
in question is still not worn out. With the strategy of planned
obsolescence by marketers, many changes made by them are actually
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not what consumers want. Hence consumers are under the pressure
of a commercially controlled standard of living.
3. The theory assumes producers protect the interest of consumers
However, consumers are also open to persuasion by producers.
This is done through advertisements and various sales promotion
methods aimed at creating value in the minds of consumers. Very
often, consumers are victimized by these promotional techniques since
these advertisements do not necessarily represent the true nature of
the products being advertised.
4. The theory assumes that competition is an adequate safequard of
consumer interests. However, competition safeguards the consumer
only to the limited extent of choosing between high and low prices.
Actually, the differences in price tell little if quality is not defined,
and many consumers just associate high price with high quality.
The rights of the consumer
Consumer should have the following rights: the right to safety
the rights to be informed the right to choose and the right to heard,l
From the above it can be seen that consumer sovereignty is
actually very limited in the marketplace. In order to understand more
about the increasing demand of rights from consumer, the rights of
sellers versus buyers is discussed below.
Sellers have nearly complete control over the four variables
which form their marketing mix: Products, place, promotion and price(16).
They have the right to produce commodities in any size, shape and package
the right to distrubute their products through any channel the right to
set promotional strategies through and-means to encourage buying from
the consumers and the right to price products
1President J. F. Kennedy introduces the rights of consumers to
Congress in Consumers' Protection and Interest Programs,March 15, 1962.
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at any level, provided that these prices are not discriminatory.
On the other hand, buyers' rights are much limited. They have
the right to buy or refuse to buy a product, and to expect that the
things they buy are safe and healthy.
Since sellers' rights outweigh buyers' rights to a large extent,
many buyers are particularly discontented because they feel that having
the right to refuse buying a product is not enough. They demand more
rights. One of these demands is for full and correct information-
information about prices, qualities of goods, costs and distribution
channel. The consumer movement as defined by Philip Kolter is
a social movement seeking to augment the rights and powers of buyers in
relation to seller (13).
2.2 The Origin and Nature of
the Consumer Movement
In this section the meaning of the consumer movement as seen
by people from various sectors is discussed. The origin and course
of the three big waves of the consumer movement in the United States
are analyzed in detail. Finally, the nature of the consumer movement
is discussed.
What is consumer movement?
As far back as 1939, Kenneth Dameron gave a comprehesive
analysis about the consumer movement (5). This analysis is one of the
earliest, if not the earliest, analyses. He described consumer
movement as the organization, activities, and attitudes of consumers
in relation to the distribution of goods and services (15). Emphasis
was laid on consumers' rights to full and correct information on prices,
quality of merchandise, and costs and efficiency of distribution.
Though this article `was written long before there was wide spread concern
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for legislation on behalf of consumers' interests, the emphasis on
consumers' rights is still valid today. Of course, the scope of the
problem is considerably widened because of the increasing complexity of
society and demands from consumers. Even up to now there has not
been a commonly agreed definition about the consumer movement (or
consumerism). The thoughts of several well-known people are quoted to
compare definitions.
Consumerism means that the consumer looks upon the manufacturer
as somebody who is interested, but who really doesn't know that the
consumers realities are. He regards the manufacturer as somebody who
has not made the effort to find out, who does not understand the world
in which the consumer lives, and who expects the consumer to be able
to make distinctions which the consumer is neither able nor willing
to make.il
Consumerism is the organized effort of consumers seeking
redress, restitution and remedy for dissatisfaction they have accumulated
in the acquisition of their standard of living (1).
The most common understanding of consumerism is in reference
to the widening range of activities of government, business, and
independent organization that are designed to protect individuals from
practices that infringe upon their rights as consumers....
1. Protection against clear-cut abuses.
2. Provision of adequate information.
3. The }protection of consumers against themselves and
other consumer (6).
Origin of the consumer movement
Before the term consumer movement came into existence, there
was already a sort of movement going on around the mid-nineteenth century--
the Comoperatives,Movement in which consumers produced basic necessities
for their co-operatives, and members acquired the profits from
1Peter Drucker brought this out in an address before the
marketing Committee of the National Association of Manufacturers,
April 10, 1969.
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production and distribution. In this way members of the co-operatives
could enjoy commodities at cheap prices. The co-operatives movement
spread to various countries. However, in most countries it seemed
to reach a limit when it controlled about ten to fifteen percent of
the retail trade. Recent development in the consumer movement is
mainly due to activities outside the scope of the co-operative
movement.
The United States has experienced three big waves of consumerism
since the 1900's.Causes of these waves were mainly due to price
increases and problems like unsafe drugs. As a result of the first
wave, several laws, such as the Meat Inspection Act (1906) and the
Pure Food and Drug Act (1906), were created to protect the consumers.
As a result of the second wave which took place in the 1930's, the
Pure Food and Drug Act was strengthened and the power of the Federal
Trade Commission enlarged. The third came in the 1960's. Its result
was even more widespread and influential, Between 1960 and 1973, ten
laws were created to protect the interests of consumers (15).
In the United States the first consumer organization, consumer
Research, was set up in 1929 by F. J. Schlink. It was soon overtaken
by its competitor, Consumers' Union, which published its monthly
Consumer Report. Outside the United States the first consumer
organization was set up in Denmark in 1935. Between 1948 and 1953
various consumer organizations were set up in Sweden, France and
Switzerland. Gradually the consumer movement became one of the most
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remarkable social developments in modern history, with consumer organi-
,ati nnc throughout counties from Scaninavia to the United States.
In a recent survey of Harvard Business School subscribers,
Greyser and Diamond found that the main causes of consumerism's growth
are due to consumers' concern over rising prices and feelings that
there is a growing gap between performance and maketing claim (8).
Other factors which also catalysed the growthof consumerism
are listed as follow:
1. Consumers expect better quality products.
2. The increasing complexities of products due to advancement of new
technologies cause confusion in making purchasing decision.
3. Consumers are demanding more product information.
4. Increased leisure time, rising income, higher educational levels
and the general affluence of society have intensified the forces
of consumerism.
5. Consumers expect that business should assume greater social
responsibilities.
6. The marketplace has failed to satisfy consumer needs.
7. There is a growing concern in the general public about social
problems.
8. Consumers are encouraged by the success of consumer advocate,
Ralph Nadar.
Nature of the consumer movement
Consumer protection is often associated w..ith the consumer
movement. However, to describe the consumer movement in terms of
consumer protection alone would greatly oversimplify the actual situation.
As suggested by Professor Herrmann, President of the American Council
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on Consumer Interests (1968-1969), the consumer movement advocates
consist of the following groups of people (11).
1. The adaptionists
This group of people mainly concerned with consumer education.
They stress the importance of educating the consumers in order to
protect them from market malpractices.
2. The protectionists
This group of people is mainly professional people such as
scientists, Engineers and physicians. Their main concern is to
protect the public from unhealthy and unsafe products.
3. The reformer
This group of people is mainly professional liberals. Besides
demanding those items raised by the two groups above, the reformers
demand more product information from manufacturers and seek more
voice in the government for consumers.
Since the consumer movement basically deals with increasing
the rights and powers of buyers in relation to sellers, businessmen
have viewed it with different attitudes. Some see the consumer movement
as an opportunity. Some accept it others are uncertain and still others
reject the consumer movement. But whatever attitudes they have, most
businessmen regard the consumer movement with growing interest and concern
(8). Recently, Philip Kotler, a prominent Professor of Marketing at
Northwestern University in the U.S., made the following statements about
consumerism (14),
1. Consumerism is inevitable.
2. Consumerism will be enduring.
3. Consumerism will be beneficial.
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4. Consumerism is promarketing.
5. Consumerism can be profitable.
3.0 CONTEMPORARY DEVELOPMENT OF CONSUMER
ACTION IN SELECTED COUNTRIES
In countries like the United States, the United Kingdom,
Australia and Canada, the consumer movement is growing at a rapid
pace and exerts a considerable impact on society. In developing
countries like Singapore and New Zealand, Where the history of the
movement is relatively younger, its growth is no less rapid. The
experience of these countries in the consumer movement would be very
valuable to Hong Kong in the development of the consumer movement.
In this chapter, the development of the consumer movement in the
countries mentioned above is discussed. Also the characteristics of
the most important consumer organization in each country is studied.
3.1. International--International Organization
of Consumers Unions (IOCU)
The International Organization of Consumers Union is an
International body for consumer affairs. It was founded in April 1960
by five consumer countries (the United States, the United Kingdom,
Australia, Belgium and the Netherlands) in the Hague, Netherlands.
Within thirteen years time, its has rapidly expanded. Nowadays, it
includes some seventy-seven international and national consumer
organizations convering thirty seven countries. In order to be eligible
for membership, organizations must meet the following criteria:
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"They should be bodies, which, irrespective of where they
draw their income, operate exclusively in the consumers' interest, are
non-profitmaking and non-commercial, include a substantial proportion
of consumers' representatives among their members, and are independent
and free to investigate and to criticise all sources of consumer goods
and services, including the state itself (13 pp. 4-17).
Objectives of the International Organization
of Consumer Unions
1. To represent the interest of consumers at the international level.
2. To promote international co-operation in the comparative testing
of consumer goods and services, consumer information, education
protection, and the exchange of test methods and plans.
3. To encourage the formation of new consumer organizations throughout
the world, especially in the developing countries, by giving all
practical aid and information.
4. To provide an international forum for the discussion of consumer
problems and possible solutions.
5. To provide an information centre on all aspects connected with
consumer interest.
Activities of the International Organization of
Consumers Unions
1. Provides an international working group from member
organizations in various countries, carry out activities, such a
consumer education, consumer research, environmental problems,
legal and social affairs, and special consumer problems of
developing countries.
2. Holds periodic world congresses besides regional conferences
and seminars about consumer problems and objectives.
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3. Produces a wide range of publications, like IOCU Newsletter,
International Consumer, Consumer Review, Consumer Directory, and
CCAP News. A copy of International Consumer is shown in Appendix E.
Membership
There are two types of membership--Association Membership and
Corresponding Membership. To be qualified for associate membership,
an organization must be totally unconcerned with commercial or
political causes, must not accept advertisements in their publications
and must not allow commercial exploitation of the information and
advice given to consumers.
Corresponding membership is awarded to those organizations
which do not qualify for associate membership but are enthusiastic
about consumer interests. Recently two of the consumer organizations
in Hong Kong, the Consumer Council and the Association of Hong Kong
Consumers, have applied for corresponding membership. A full list of
member organizations is listed in Table 3.1.
1.2 The United States--Consumers Union
The United States is one of the countries with long history
of the consumer movement which has grown quickly and on a large
scale. As listed in the Consumers Directory 1973--1974 of the
International Organization of Consumer Unions, there are eleven
consumer organizations within the country. Their names and activities
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Publications, sponsoring consumer:],.American Council on Consumer
programs, research awards programInterests
2. Consumer Action Lobbying, testifying and publication
of newsletters
Working committee, consumer assemby3. Consumer Federation of America
Research in the consumer field4. Consumer Interests Foundation
Testing and consumer research5. Consumer'Research Inc.
Comparative testing6. Consumers Union of the United
States, Inc.
Consumer education at university7. Dept. of Family and Consumer
levelResources, Wayne State Univ.
8. Consumer and Marketing Services
9. Federal Trade Commission
These are government bodies for the
protection of consumer's interests10. Food and Drug Administration
11..,Office of Consumer Affairs
Consumer activities at the governmental level
A recent miestone of the consumer movement was the Consumer
Bill of Rights. It was contained in a message- measures for protection
of consumer rights sent by President J. F. Kennedy to Congress. The
rights listed include the right to safety, the right to be informed, the
right to choose and the right to be heard. A consumer Advisory Council
(CAC) was established. The aim of.-this council was to advise the govern-
ment on governmental actions to meet consumer needs and on improvements
in the flow of consumer research materials to the public.
In 1964 President L. B. Johnson established the President's
Committee on Consumer Interest (Fig. 3.1) and also appointed a special
assistant to the President for consumer affairs. It was the first time
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the Office of Consumer Affairs was formally established as an
Executive Office of the President.
Consumer Union (CU)
Among various privately organized consumer organisations in
the United States, the Consumers Union is one of the largest and most
influential. It was formed in 1936 as a non-profit making organisation,
responsible only to its members and subscribers. It. is the.publisher
of the world's famous consumer magazine--Consumer Reports. The aims
of CU are as follows (3):
1. To provide consumer information and counsel on consumer goods and
services.
2. To give information and assistance on all matters relating to
expenditures of family income.
3. To initiate and cooperate with individual and group effors seeking
to create and maintain decent living standards.
Consumers Union's income is derived mainly from the sale of
its publications, where product ratings with respect to commonly
available products in the marketplace are given. It has a staff of
more than 300 employees, maintains a test centre for automobiles,
employs. consultant and using laboratory facilities at various
universities and research institutes, and performs on-the-spot testing
by its staff engineers. It accepts no advertising in its publications
and no donations or grants from any commercial source. Perhaps the
image of Consumers Union is best described by a judge in a recent
court case involving the quotation of CU's rating in the advertisement
by a beer producer.
Throughout the years CU has been scrupulous in avoiding even
the slightest affiliation with any commercial interest. Its most
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important asset is its good name for independence and accuracy its
reputation as an impartial and untainted advisor is the foundation upon
which the public confidence rest.1
3.3 United Kingdom--
the Consumer Association (CA)
In the United Kingdom, there are some nine organizations working
for the interest of consumer (13). Their names and activities are listed
as follows:
ACTIVITIESNAME
Comparitive testing, consumer1. Consumer' Association
representation
Consumer education, consumer2. Consumer Standard Advisory
representationCommittee of the British
Standards Institution
Consumer complaints3. National Consumer Protection
Council
Central agency of different4. National Federation of
Consumer Groups consumer groups
5. Public Interest Research Research of corporate and govern-
mental responsibilitiesCentre Ltd.
Consumer survey, comparative test-6. Research Institute for
ingConsumer Affairs
The following are governmental organizations to safeguard and
promote consumer interests:
7. Department of Trade and Industry
8. Ministry of Agriculture, Fisheries and Food
9. Home Office
1Consumers Unimn of United States, Inc. v. Theodore Hamm Brewing Co.
Inc., Civil No. 13600 Memorandum of Decision, U.S. District Court, District
of Connecticut, 1970.
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Consumern renresentation at the governmental level
In 1959 the Molony Committee was set up in Britain to study
and make recommendations about consumer matters. A government-financed
Consumer Council was set up in May 1963 following the Final Report of
the Molony Committee. However, the scope of duties was quite restricted:
comparative testing was excluded because it was believed that a
government-financed organization should not discriminate against products
among different manufacturers consumer complaints were excluded
because of the expense, and law enforcement action was also excluded.
In 1972 because of inflation and mounting pressure over consumer
problems, a Minister of cabinet rank, called the Minister for Trade
and Consumer Affairs, was created in the Department of Trade and Industry,
A Director General of Fair Trading, together with a Consumer Protection
Advisory Committee, were introduced. Hence the voice of consumers could
also be heard loudly at top governmental levels. More information about
the Office of Fair Trading is shown in Fug. 3.2.
The Consumers' Association (CA)
The Consumers' Association was set up in 1957 to provide buyers
with unbiased information. It is a non-profit-making and independent
organization whose finances come mainly from member subscriptions and
publication sales. It has a wide range of publications, the more
notable ones as follows (4):
DESCRIPTIONPUBLICATION
a monthly publication with circulation exceeding1. Which?
600,000 (Appendix: E)
a quarterly publication about testing ano2. Motoring Which?
realiability automobiles
a quarterly publication about money usage3. Money Which?
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FIGURE 3.2
The Office of Fair Trading(OFT)is a Government agency shose job is
to keep watch on trading matters in the UK and to protect the consumer
against unfair practices.
The Office of Fair Trading and You
TheOffice of Fair Tradingdoesnot membersaccept. Such codes should, for example,
normally set out a methodof dealing with complaints.
watchoverthe level of pricesof goods
in shops-this is the responsibilityof This will help both trader and customerto settledisagreementsmoreeasily.
the Price Commission.It doesnot deal He can propose newlaws to plug loopholeswith individual complaintsor act as
a referee in disputesbecause in the existing law andso put a stop to
individualcomplaintsare still best trading methodswhich are unfair. For
example, he can collect information aboutdealt with at local level by Trading
price-tickets which might he misleading,StandardsDepartments,Citizens' Advice
or advertising whichseemsdeceptive, orBureauxor, if youhaveonenearby,a
doorstepselling, andif he considersthislocal authority ConsumerAdviceCentre
kind of trading acts against the interests of
consumershe can propose changesto
whereyoucangoalongandtalk to
outlawit.
experience.But, as well as takingadvice
He also tracks downtraders who
persistently commitoffences or break their
locally, youcansendan accountof your
obligations to consumers.He can, ifcollectionpointof informationonall
necessary,take themto court to stop theirconsumerproblemsand trading matters.
illegal activities. For example,the cafeThe problemwhich you have experienced
ownerwhois frequently fined for havingmayhelp to formthe basisfor futureaction. a dirty kitchen or the car dealer who
persistently sells defectivecars riskLooking after the Consumer
severe fines or imprisonmentif theyThe Director General of Fair Trading- John
do not mendtheir ways.Methven-helps in four mainwaysto remove Encouraging Competition.difficulties whichpeoplemayhavein buyinggoodsand
servicesof all kinds. Lack of competition in business mayact
against the interest of the public, andthe OfficeHeaids shoppersandtradersalike by publishingall
of Fair Trading keeps a constant watch on mon-kindsof information(suchas this leaflet) to helppeople
opolies, mergers, and certaia trade agreementsto get to knowtheir rights. Aninformedshopperis
in order to encouragecompetitionin business.muchmorelikely to be a satisfied customerthan one
MonopoliesIf a firm or a group of firms
whodoesn't really knowmuchaboutwhathe is buying.
control a sizeable part of a particular market, JohnHe encouragestrade organisations to prepare and
Methven has power to ask the Monopolies and Mergerspublishvoluntarycodesof practicewhichall their
Commissionto consider if they are using their position
someonewith local knowledgeand
problemto the OFTbecauseit is a central
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DESCRIPTIONNAME
a quarterly publication about materials and4. Handyman Which?
household do-it-yourself jobs
a quarterly publication about holiday spendingSa Holiday Which?
The Consumers' Association undertakes comparative testing of
consumer goods and services, spreads information to consumers and.
presses for higher standards in consumer goods and services. Through
these, information about shopping is easily obtainable and the standards
of goods and services rendered to the public can be improved. The
Consumers' Association also maintains close contact with members of
Parliament. Consequently it is able. to ensure that consumer problems
are raised there.
2.4 Canada--Consumers' Association of Canada
As revealed in the IOCU Directory 1973-74, there are four major
consumer organisations in Canada (13). Their names and activities are
listed as follows:
ACTIVITIESNAME
1. Consumers' Association of Canada Comparative testing, consumer
education and information, consumer
representation to government and
industry
Consumer information, legal advice2. Institut De Promotion Des
bureauInterests Du Consommatem
Gives advice to the Minister of3. Canadian Consumer Council
Consumer and Corporate Affairs
Consumer legislation and complaints4. Department of Consumer and
Corporate Affairs
Consumer activities at federal government level
The Canadian government has taken positive action to incorporate
the whole range of consumer affairs by a government department--the
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Department of Consumer and Corporate Affairs. Canada is the first
country having a cabinet minister dealing with consumer problems.
Back in 1963 an Advisory Council of Consumers was set up as
a consultative body to the government in consumer affairs. In 1966
the Economic Council recommended to government that support for consume:
interests should be strengthened. Hence in 1968 the Department of
Consumer and Corporate Affairs, headed by a cabinet minister, was
formally set up. Its functions were twofold--to administer federal
laws in regulating business and to protect the consumers. The
Department has three units--the Combined Investigation Branch, the
Bureau of Corparate Affairs and the Bureau of Consumer Affairs. All
of these are concerned with the protection of consumer interests.
In particular, the Bureau of Consumer Affairs consists of the
following divisions (23):
1. The Research Branch which researches consumer problems.
2. The Standard Branch which develops and regulates
standards specifications.
3. The Operation Branch which is responsible for enforcement
of consumer legislation.
4. The Consumer Services Branch which deals with consumer
complaints.
Parallel with the Dept. of Consumer and Corporate Affairs, the
Canadian Consumer Council was also set up in 1968. The Council is
designated to bring together and advise the federal Minister of Consumer
and Corporate Affairs on all facets of consumer affairs. Its major
objective is to improve the consumer environment and to ensure that
resource allocation is efficient and productive. Through these, a
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strong central consumer agency has been established.
Consumers' Association of Canada (CAC)
The Consumers' Association of Canada, founded in 1947, is a
Council Member of IOCU. It is a non-profit and non-government organisa-
tion which acts as a two-way channel of communication between consumers,
business and government. A bimonthly publication, the Canadian Consumers,
is issued. It includes buying guides, testing of products, consumer
legislations and consumer news.
2.5 Australia, New Zealand and Singapore
Australia is one of the countries with along history of the
consumer movement. The Australian Consumers' Association was modelled
on the Consumers' Union of the United States and the Consumers'
Association of the United Kingdom. The History in the case of New Zealand
and Singapore, is relatively shorter. However, since these two countries
have also borrowed experience from the Consumers' Union and the Consumers'
Association, it is appropriate to discuss Australia, New Zeland and
Singapore under the same heading.
Australia--Australian Consumers' Association (ACA)
According to the IOCU Directory 1973-74, there are some thirteen
major consumer organisations in Australia, the AC` being the most
important one. Of these organisations only four of them are financed
by membership subscription and sale of publications, whereas the rest
are subsidized largely by the government.
The Australian Consumers' Association was founded in September
1959 with fewer than 500 members. At present membership has grown to
120,000. Its aim is to help consumers get the best possible use of
their money. This is achieved by performing comparative testing of
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a wide range of consumer goods and services and publishing the results
in the Association's monthly magazine, Choice. Also, from time to
time, ACA receives overseas consumers publications (mainly from the
United States and the United Kingdom) and makes them available to members.
It represents consumers at several levels: dealing with consumer
complaints, pressing for better consumer legislation and helping to
prepare Australian standards for consumer goods. ACA also encourages
activities of local consumer groups and promotes consumer education
within the country.
New Zealand--Consumers Institute CI
The Consumers' Institute, a Council Member of the International
Organisation of Consumer's Union, was founded in 1959. Forty percent
of its financial needs is received from the government while the rest
comes from membership fees and sale of subcription. Within its fourteen
year existence, membership has grown to 120, 000. The aim of the
institute, as listed its Annual Report, is to protect and promote the
interest of consumers of goods and services.... and by so doing to
encourage the improvement and development of industry and commerce (34).
The Institute performs comparative testing of goods and services
and publishes the results in the Institute's monthly magazine, Consumer.
Each manufacturer concerned is also informed so that they can learn and
correct possible faults or deficiencies in their products. Besides
testing, other consumer information is also very active in promoting
consumer education and operation of Complaints Advisory Services.
Singapore--the Consumer Association of Singapore (CASE)
The Consumer Organisation of Singapore, set up in 1971, is a
relatively young organisation, and the country's only consumer
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organisation. Though young it has already 52,000 members and two
publications: Consumer Bulletin (monthly) and CASE Report (quarterly).
The latter is edited in both Chinese and English because Singapore is
a country of multi-races. Its activities include price survey and
market research, consumer education, operation of consumer complaint
services, support for the formation of consumers' co-operatives and
producers' co-operatives, and promotion of standard weights and mesures.
Some information about the countries mentioned in this chapter and the
consumer magazines published appears in Table 3.2 and Table 3.3 respectively.
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TABLE 3.2
SOME INFORMATION ABOUT THE CONSUMER ORGANIZATION
CONSUMER ORGANIZATION FOUNDED SUBCRIPTIONMAGAZINES PUBLISHED FINANCIAL CONDITION
(per annum)
A$5.01959 ChoiceAustralian Consumers' membership fee 80%
Association (US$ 5.96) 18%sales of publication
investment 2%
1957 Which? £2.5 membership fee and salesConsumers Association
Motoring Which? 98%(US$ 5.85) of publication(UK)
Money Which? fees for research
Handyman Which? 2%services
membership fee 75%Can.$4.0Canadian Consumer1947Consumers' Association
25%of Canada (US$4.04) federal govt.(US$4.04)
40%NZ$3.01959 ConsumerConsumer Institute govt. grant
membership fee and(US$3.59)(New.Zealand)
60%sales of publication
member ship subcription 2 0a/,s$6.oCASE Reports1971Consumer Association
62%Consumer Bulletinof Singapore (US$ 2.17) granta
2%sale of publication
16%donations





CIRCULATION OF CONSUMER TEST MAGAZINES
2
Circulation Member of1CirculationPopulationConsumer





2.28600915.803,000118, 500Consumer (New Zealand)
1.403.084.3255,570600,000Which (UK)
The consumer magazines have had wider circulation year after year. In'ten years time, circulation for
Canadian Consumers have increased by nearly four times and Consumers Reports, Choice, Consumer by more than
two times each. Assuming a readership of three consumer units (families or head of households) per copy sold,
and that each family consists four members it appears thpt consumer magazines reach more than just than a
minority of the population. In New Zealand, for example, they reach about 20 percent of the population.
Source: International Organization of Consumers' Union, Consumers Directory, 1973-1974
4.0 THE ROLE OF CONSUMER ORGANIZATIONS
IN HONG KONG
At present, there are only three consumer organizations in
Hong Kong: The Consumer Council, the Association of Hong Kong
Consumers and the Universal Consumers Association Ltd. The first is
a government-subvented body while the other two are private organiza-
tion. Though differing in scale of operation and philosophy of management,
the objective of these organizations is the same: to protect and
safeguard the interests of consumers in Hong Kong. In order to know
more about these organizations, the chief executives of these organiza-
tions were interviewed in January 1975. The interviewees were
Ophelia Rahmin (Administrative Secretary, Consumer Council), Michael
Hung (Chairman, the Association of Hong Kong Consumers) and
Edmund Chow (Chairman, the Universal Consumers Association Ltd.).
The following information was gathered from the interviews.
4.1 Consumer Council
The Consumer Council was set up in early April 1974, at a time
when inflation had driven up the cost of living significantly. It was
charged with the task of tackling the problem of inflation and
profiteering, and protecting the interests of the general consumer (20).
The following information was obtained through an interview
with Ophelia Rahmin, and S. K. Fung, in January 1975.
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Organisational Structure
The Council consists of a team of twelve members, all of whom
are appointed by the Governor, Sir Murray Maclehose. The Council
Chairman is Sir Y. K. Kan, Members of the Council include a broadcaster,
a building contractor, a manufacturer, a factory worker, a newspaper
publisher, an economist, a multi-story building caretaker and five
housewives (20). Hence these members can be considered as representing
a wide sector of the public. However, the fact that these people are
appointed by the government instead of being elected might cast doubts
as to what extent these Council members can truly represent the interest
of consumers in Hong Kong. A more detailed organisation structure is
shown in Figure 4.1.
Objective
The Council collects information on the prices of a selected
range of commodities which are made known to the public. It also
handles complaints, especially about profiteering (19). However,
emphasis has gradually been shifted from over-charging to quality of
commodities. Being a government-subvented body, it also advises the
government on matters related to consumer interest.
Finance
All finance come directly from the government. Even some
executives of the organisation are on loan from other government
departments. Expenditure for the operation of the first nine months
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Activities
The important activities undertaken by the Council are as
follows.
a) Complaint handling
The Consumer Council receives complaints from consumers either
through letters or telephones. According to Mr. Fung, 3724 complaints
were received up to January 11, 1975. These are broken down in Tables 4.1
and Table 4.2 respectively.
b) Market survey
A daily survey of prices at five local markets is conducted
daily. Items include such essential commodities as: rice, vegetables,
fish, eggs and meat. A daily bulletin of retail prices is issued and
broadcasted. Besides these, a monthly survey on the prices of fifty
commodities commonly available in supermarkets is also conducted. This
survey covers approximately ten major supermarkets which are willing
to co-operate with the Council. Results are than published in
newspapers so that consumers can have full knowledge about the price
differentials. Two samples of surveying results are shown in Appendix F.
c) Survey on essential commodities
Besides routine market surveys mentioned above, the Council
also carries out surveys on certain essential commodities. Up to
January 1975, the following surveys have been conducted (13):
1. Survey on the rice trade: conducted in May 1974 with
the aim to examine the desirability of increasing the
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2. Survey on kerosene: carried out to determine whether
the price os kerosene is reasonable.
3. Survey on oranges: carried out in order to determine
whether or not the profit margin of the orange trade
is reasonable.
4. Survey on school texboods: initated by complaints
about the content, quality and price of school
textbooks.
5. Survey on wheat, flour, bread and noodles: conducted
to find out the reason for the increase in the price of
bread and to ascertain whether or not such increase is
reasonable.
At present, the Consumer Council is mainly concerned with
surveys and complaint-handling. It does not possess any testing
facilities tests are conducted by other government departments such
as the Department of Commerce and Industry. Also, the Council has not
yet published any consumer magazines.
4.2 The Association of Hong Kong Consumers
Unlike the Consumer Council, the Association of Hong Kong
Consumers is a private organization. Its finance comes entirely
from donations, membership subscription and sale of its magazine, the
Hong Kong Consumer (Appendix E). According to Mr. Hung, even the
office site is a donation.
Objective
According to Mr. Hung, members of the Association consist of
engineers, doctors, lawyers, retired bankers, housewives and quality
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control specialists. Its objectives include supplying consumers with
market information improving the quality of productions acting as
a bridge. between consumers and the business sector (A poster requesting
sellers to put down retail prices on products sold is shown in Appendix G)
protecting the interest of consumers, especially about health and safety
and promoting consumer education.
Organization structure
Most of the staff are non-paid and work part time although
there are five paid staff member. The organization chart of the
Association is shown in Figure 4.2.
Activities
The major activity of the Association is the publication of
its monthly magazine--Hong Kong Consumer. This is the first magazine
in Hong Kong aiming at supplying consumers with market information.
This is a magazine which Hong Kong did not have before. The price
of this magazine is similar to that of other magazines, but its
content are more practical and useful (21). Among the various units
within the Association are a market survey unit, a food investigation
unit, and a medical investigation unit. Commodities are purchased
from the market and tested. The Association does not have testing
facilities of its own and testing is usually done in school laboratories.
Results of the tests are then published in the Hong Kong Consumer. No
advertisements are accepted and no part of its research findings can be
used for commercial or promotional purposes. Up to now only two










Source: Hong Kong Consumer, Vol. 1, p.21
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praised by the press immediately after its first issue was published (21).
There are not many activities other than publication of the
Hong Kong Consumer. Complaint handling is only limited to its members.
Since financial resources are limited the Association is not able to
do many things. Whether or not the Association will be well received
by the public in the future depends, on how much progress it is able
to achieve.
4.3 The Universal Consumers Association, Ltd.
Incorporated in June 1974, the Universal Consumer Association
Ltd. is a private consumer organisation. It is headed by Edmund Chow,
a solicitor and chairman of the Association. Members of the association
include lecturers, writers, accountants, solicitors, businessmen and
housewives. The major objective of the association is to promote
consumer education.
All staff of the Association are part-time and there is no
formal organisation chart. Finance comes entirely from donation and
membership subscription. Since manpower and finance are both limited,
not many activities have been carried out. Major activities include
surveying to problem of catering (mid 1974), organising a forum
against raising of telephone charges (January 1975) and holding consumer
forums in the City Hall.
4.4 A Comparative Study of the Three
Consumer Organisations in Hong Kong
The Consumer Council, the Association of Hong Kong Consumers Ltd.
and the Universal Consumers Association Ltd. were all established in
mid-1974, at a time when inflation became the target of public concern.
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The first one is government-subvented while the other two are private
organizations.
According to Professor Herrmann (11), consumer advocates can
roughly be grouped into three categories: adaptionist, protectionist
and reformer. Adaptionists are those who emphasize consumer education.
Actually all three consumer organizations in Hong Kong stress consumer
education. However, since the work of Universal Consumer Association
Ltd..is entirely concerned with consumer education, it can be grouped
under the heading of adaptionists. The major concern of the Association
of Hong Kong Consumers Ltd. is the health and safety issue which is
precisely the view point of the protectionists9 Hence this association
can be grouped under the heading of protectionists.
The Consumer Council is by far the most active consumer
organization in Hong Kong because of its financial and manpower
resources. It receives suggestions and handles complaints, ensures
consumer education and improves the quality of products. Because of
the close relation with the government, it is able to make recommenda-
tions concerning consumer problems to the government. Recently it has
recommended the government to revise two consumer protection laws (the
Weight and Measures Ordinances and the Trade Description Ordinances).
Hence it is qualified to be considered as reformer.
Difficulties about the progress of consumer movement
All three consumer organizations felt that there were considerable
difficulties in the progress of the consumer movement in Hong Kong.
As a protectionist, the Association of Hong Kong Consumers Ltd.
considered the root of the difficulties to be the fact that Hong Kong
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is a free port. Hence all kinds of products can flow freely into Hong
Kong for sale and it is very difficult for consumer to sort out good
and safe product from a variety of commodities present in the market.
As an adaptionist, the Universal Consumer Association Ltd.
attributed the difficulties to the fact that Hong Kong consumers do
not have much knowledge about the consumer movement. Hence a lot of
time is needed to realize any progress.
The Consumer Council, on the other hand, attributes the difficulties
to the attitudes of certain professional bodies and government departments.
Owing to their special status certain professional bodies are reluctant
to co-operate with the Consumer Council. Also some government departments
are doubtful about the functions of the Council. All these presented
difficulties to the progress.
Future plans
Being in the first year of existence, all three consumer organi-
sations are very ambitious about their work and each has elaborate plans
of its own. Plans for the Association of Hong Kong Consumers are as
follows (12):
1. A survey about the opinion and attitude of the consumers.
2. Testing of essential commodities on sale in the market so
as to ensure their quality, safety and effect on the
human body.
3. Survey about the prices of essential commodities. The
result would serve as buying guides for consumers.
4. More publications for the consumers.
5. Introducing more services (such as health check-ups) to
members.
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The Universal Consumers Association Ltd. will continue their
monthly consumer forum in City Hall. Future activities of the Consumer
Council include:
1. Survey on the pattern of expenditure of Hong Kong consumers.
2. Establishment of a consumer panel so as to get the ideas
of consumers about certain goods and services.
3. Publication directed towards business telling this sector
what not to do.
From the above we can see that the Association of Hong Kong
Consumers Ltd., although lacking financial strength, has ambitious plans.
If all these plans can achieved, consumers will benefit.
5.0 A SURVEY OF CONSUMER OPINIONS ON
THE CONSUMER MOVEMENT IN HONG KONG
5.1 Demographic Characteristics of Respondents
Respondents, as shown in Table 5. 1, were classified according to
the following demographic characteristics: occupation, sex, address, housing
type, education standard, monthly family income, age, marital status
and number of household members. Whereas occupation, sex, education
standard, family income and age of a respondent might significantly
affect his attitude in the consumer movement, the other variables are
of less importance and were only included in the questionnaire for the
sake of completeness. There were 122 responses in total.I
From Table 5.1' it can be seen that most respondents were within
twenty to thirty years of age (over 70 percent) and of the middle class
where monthly family income was between $1001 to $3000 (nearly 60 percent).
They were quite well educated over 90 percent had secondary education
or above. As to occupation, most of them were white collar workers or
teachers (nearly 60 percent). The distribution in sex and marital status
was quite even, Most of them lived in Kowloon (over 50 percent) and
Hong Kong Island (nearly 40 percent), and either rented their houses
(nearly 50 percent) or owned them (30 percent). The analysis below shows
how these respondents feel as consumers in the marketplace.
1All tables are attached at the end of the chapter.
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5.2 Consumers in the Market-Place
There are various theories about the consumer in the market-
place. Some people adopt the consumer sovereignty concept which
regards the consumer as king. Howver, the other side of the approach
considers the consumer to be a pawn in the process. The present survey
reveals what consumers in Hong Kong consider themselves to be.
Labe 11in
Sometimes labels are placed on the packages of food and medicine
people buy. These labels include content (composition of the ingredients),
quantity (weight or volume), name and address of the manufacturer. Whereas
there is a Food Regulation that requires labelling in the United Kingdom
and similar legislation in the United States, Hong Kong does not have
any law demanding manufacturers to put labels on merchandise. Table 5.2
and Table 5.3 indicate that very few people have observed labelling with
content and address of manufacturer on food products (less than 30
percent), and that only 41 percent of the respondents have observed the
label about address of manufacturer on medicine.
Dissatisfaction with merchandise
This survey shows that out of 122 respondents, those who were
dissatisfied with merchandise in the market accounted for 78.7 percent
of the sample. This is quite high. In order to learn more about what
the dissatisfied products were, where they were sold, and why these products
were not satisfactory, the following analysis was made based on the portion
of respondents who expressed dissatisfaction.
The analysis reveals that consumers felt most dissatisfied about
foodstuffs (about 70 percent). In Singapore (14) and Japan (24), the
situation is similar: 61 percent of the complaints lie in foodstuff.
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Clothing came second as the source of dissatisfaction. The list is then
followed by medicine and electrical appliances.
As to reasons for dissatisfaction, excessive price is the
item that most respondents mentioned (over 60 percent). Poor quality
ranked second while advertisement too exaggerating and not enough
weight were each mentioned by over 30 percent of the respondents. Some
also mentioned not good to use and not safe. This partly explained
why the Consumer Council had initially placed excessive charge as
their first target of action and then gradually shifted its attention
to quality of products. Most of the respondents claimed that these
items were bought from the marketplace (nearly 40 percent). Others
mentioned retailer, department store, hawker, supermarket and
medical store. The distribution of these sources was quite uniform
as the percent varied from 28.1 percent to 34.4 percent only.
Complaints
Although three-quarters of the respondents have felt dissatisfied
about the merchandise they bought, few of them made complaints.
Only nineteen out of ninety-six have complained to the seller of the
merchandise, and two have presented their cases to consumer organizations.
The situation is similar to that in Japan where out of 52 percent of the
consumers who felt dissatisfied, only 17 percent made complaints (24).
No person complained to the producer or wrote to a newspaper to express
their dissatisfaction. The apathy in making complaints has the following
implications: 1) people are too busy to make complaints 2) people
do not believe that they can get their dissatisfaction settled by making
complaints or 3) people do not want to find fault with others. In any
case, the apathy in making complaints reveals that there are considerable
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difficulties facing the growth of the consumer movement in Hong Kong.
5.3 Consumer Awareness
Recently three consumer organizations were set up in Hong Kong
In this section the awareness of consumers and how much they know about
the functions of these organizations is discussed. In Japan a recent
opinion poll showed that eighty percent of the people heard the words
consumer movement (24). In Hong Kong consumers are much less aware.
Knowledge about consumer organization
Table 5.7 shows that over 90 percent of the respondents heard
about the Consumer Council. However, only one-third heard about the
other two private organizations. Numerous-: reasons account for the
popularity of the Consumer Council. The Council is well organized
and backed up by the government. It has conducted a lot of activities
which provide wide contact with people such as handling complaints and
the daily broadcasting of prices of essential commodities in Radio
Hong Kong and Commercial Radio. Also, it has captured the attention of
most people in fighting profiteering during the inflationary period.
The other two organizations which are much less active are less known.
However, the Association of Hong Kong Consumers Ltd. is still better known
to the public than the Universal Consumer Association Ltd. (36.1 percent
vs. 31.1 percent respectively). One of the factors might be the circulation
of the former association's magazine, the Hong Kong Consumer.
As mentioned above, the Consumer Council has done a lot of work.
Table 5.8 shows how each activity is viewed by the public. Complaint-
handling is the best known activity. This activity is actually one of
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the permanent functions of any consumer organization all over the
world. The broadcasting of the prices of food and vegetables has caught
the consumers' attention about half of the respondents knew that such
activity has been carried out by the Council. Although over 90 percent
of the respondents had heard about the Council, only one-third to one-
half knew about the activities other than complaint-handling. Also,
as shown in Table 5.9, over half of the respondents who had already
heard the Consumer Council admitted that they knew little it. Hence
the Council has to work very hard to publicize its activities to the
public.
Knowledge about the consumer movement
In the questionnaire respondents were asked whether they had
heard the name consumerism or consumer movement. Only 22.1 percent
of the respondents who were relatively highly educated stated that they
had heard it. This shows that the concept of the consumer movement is
still new to Hong Kong. When compared to Japan, Hong Kong is far behind
(80 percent of the Japanese polled have claimed that they know consumer
movement) (24).
Participation in the consumer movement
Four usual ways by which consumers can participate in the
consumer movement were listed in the questionnaire. The responses revealed
the extreme apathy of most people towards consumer participation, as seen
in Table 5.10. Those who had participated usually complained to the
sellers. Without active support the consumer movement confronts
difficulty in progressing in Hong Kong.
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Criticism about the Consumer Council
Since consumers' attention is mostly focused on the Consumer
Council, two aspects of the Council, its performance and its future plans,
were investigated.
Performance of the Consumer Council
Several five-point Likert-type statements were used in the performance
evaluation. For each statement, the respondent was asked to check one
of the five points which ranges from definitely agree to definitely
disagree. Analysis is based on 114 respondents who antwered that they
had heard about the Council.
The high proportion (one-half to one-third) of those who answered
not sure reveals the fact that most consumers do not know much about
the Council. This was expected because the Council has been operating
for less than a year. Slightly over 40 percent of all respondents agreed
that the Council is effective in handling complaints, although 31.6 percent
disagreed. Approximately 37 percent of the respondents agreed that the
Council could represent the interest of consumers. However, there were
an equal number of respondents who disagreed. Although some consumers
did not know the Council well, they did not think that the Council was
a trouble maker (57.1 percent),
In general, respondents still felt that some activities carried
out by the Consumer Council were useful. Nearly 50 percent replied that
the Council presented useful. information for consumers to help them make
buying decisions. However, many people were doubtful about whether or
not the Council could do a good job. Because there are no consumer
protection laws in Hong Kong which give power to the Council, the Council
can only give advice to the suppliers in cases of exploitation. Most
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respondents (51.7 percent) felt that manufacturers were not willing to
co-operate with the Consumer Council. The majority of the respondents
were doubtful about the performance of the Council, as shown by 45.6
percent of the respondents who disagreed with the statement that the
Council's overall performance is satisfactory.
Expectations from the Council
Since respondents had disagreed that the Council's performance
is satisfactory, it is interesting to probe into what they expect from
the Council. Six statements have been designed in the questionnaire
and respondents were asked to check three items which they thought the
Council should pay more attention to in the future. The response is
shown in Table 5.12.
It comes as a surprise when ninety-six respondents felt that
the Council should be given more power to fight against profiteers.
This is a surprise because both the Chairman and the Secretary of the
Council were against seeking more power. During an interview with
Mr. Williamson in October 1974, it was said that the Council would act
on public opinion as a means to counteract profiteering. The Council,
though without power, should be effective because it works closely with
the government which can take effective measures immediately (22).
In an interview with the press Mr. Williamson has disagreed with the
idea that the Council should be given power to prosecute because
it would open the way for corruption (23). Hence the Council's
attempt to market its phiolosophy of acting on public opinion is an
unsuccessful one. Also, respondents felt that public opinion is not
enough to counteract profiteering and more power is needed.
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The last thing which respondents felt important was to incorporate
the Council as a government department. At present, the Council is only
a government-subverted body that has close connection with the government.
Respondents believed that Council's performance would be imporved if
it became a government department, like what is being done in Canada.
The rest of the statements were shown to be more or less the
same level of significance, as indicated by the closeness in percentage
(around 40 percent) of each statement. Respondents still felt that the
Council has not provided 'inough information to consumers. Also they
favoured the idea that the Council should also conduct tests on products.
At present the Council does not have any testing capability of its own
which would be a great handicap in the proper functioning of any consumer
organization. The two last things mentioned by respondents was to elect
Council members from the public (instead of direct appointment by the
Governor) and to lay down minimum standards for manufacturers.
5.4 General Opinions About Consumer-Related Problems
In this section, we shall probe into several consumer-related
topics. In Hong Kong the establishment of consumer organizations was
primarily the consequence of an-'increasing cost of living. However,
attention has been recently shifted to other areas such as quality and
safety of products. In this section the views of respondents are expressed
concerning the most important reasons for the establishment of consumer
organizations. The feasibility of using the metric system is discussed.
The adequacy and effectiveness of consumer legislations in Hong Kong is
also examined.
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Causes for setting up consumer organizations
In this section, respondents were asked to rate each of the eight
statements which are considered as usual causes for setting up consumer
organizations. The importance rating is based on a five-point scale,
ranging from very important to very unimportant and is taken as the
mean of all responses. Table 5.13 lists the causes.
Table 5.13 suggests that two most important causes of setting
up consumer organizations are to safe-guard the general interest and
welfare of the consuming public and todiscover profiteering and to
supply information against profiteer. The first reason is self-evident
while the latter is due to consumers' experience with the high cost of
living. Hence they hope very much that profiteering would be counteracted.
The third reason is to represent the consumers. Though every person is
a consumer, there had not been any organization hitherto to voice consumer
opinions and to fight for their benefits. Hence an organization which
can represent the interest of the consuming public is highly welcome
by the consumer.
As seen from Table 5.15, other important causes are: to research
the source of supplier and the trend of the goods market to advise the
government and the business about consumer problems to improve the
quality of merchandise and to encourage formation of consumer cooperatives.
The metric system
In Hong Kong, many different types of weights and measures
are used, the most commonly used systems being the Chinese system, the
British system and the metric system. The Chinese system has been used
extensively for a very long period of time as over 90 percent of the
residents in Hong Kong are Chinese. The British system is also widely
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used since Hong Kong is a British colony. The metric system has been
only used recently.
Table 5.14 indicates that most of the respondents favoured the
metric system. The metric system has its advantage over both the
Chinese and British systems in that it is more convenient and simpler
to use. Ophelia Rahmin, Executive Secretary of the Consumer Council,
is strongly for the idea, However, conversion to the metric system
takes time because people need time to learn and all existing non-metric
instruments would have to be replaced. Also, since many other problems
in Hong Kong are more urgent than the issue of weights and measures,
many organizations (including both the Association of Hong Kong Consumers
Ltd.) oppose switching to the metric system at the present moment.
Consumer legislation in Hong Kong
According to Edmund Chow, solicitor and Chairman of the Universal
Consumer Association Ltd., consumer protection laws in Hong Kong are
very inadequate. The only legislation close to protection of consumers
are some laws governing the sanitary condition of meat sold to the public.
According to Table 5.15, the majority of the respondents felt
that more consumer laws are needed to protect the consumers. One
respondent pointed out: I am no expert in legal matters. I just feel
that there are not enough consumer protection laws. Many commodities
do not have price tags and a loaf of 10-oz bread is often claimed by
the seller as one pound. During an interview Edmund Chow commented on
two areas of legislation which were needed badly in Hong Kong. One is
hire purchase and the other concerns misrepresentation in advertisement
Ms. Rahmin declared recently that her Council had already recommended
two consumer
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protection laws to the Legislative Council to replace the 1855 outdated
law. They are the Weight and Measures Ordinances and Trade Description
Act. This is the first step in improving consumer protection laws in
Hong Kongo
When asked whether consumer protection laws would be effective,
40.2 percent thought that they were effective. However, 51.6 percent
felt that they were slightly effective. As one respondent pointed out:
I doubt very much about the effectiveness of laws. The only thing
that is important is strict enforcement of these laws. It is no use
just to have sophiticated laws and not carry them out. Hence having
consumer protection laws alone is not enough. These laws -must also be
carried out effectively.
5.5 Future of the Consumer Movement in Hong Kong
The consumer movement has been progressing rapidly in various
countries all over the world. However, Hong Kong is still young in this
respect. Usually a lot of resistance will be met in the course of change.
In this section, we invite the opinions of our respondents about the
future prospect of the consumer movement in Hong Kong: their confidence
about the movement, difficulties that would be encountered and suggestions
about ways to help in the movement.
Outlook of the consumer movement
As suggested in Table 5.17, most respondents (70.3 percent) were
confident that the consumer movement would continue to grow in Hong Kong.
Only less than 30 percent were not certain and no one disagreed. Respondents
had cautious attitudes as only 14.9 percent replied that they definitely
agreed. This suggests that most people are expecting difficulties in
the growth of the consumer movement.
Difficulties in the growth of the consum
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Difficulties in the growt of the consumer movement
Forty percent of the respondents felt that the growth of the
consumer movement was very difficult, while 45.8 percent felt that
it was indeed difficult. Table 5.18 indicates that though respondents
were confident that the consumer movement would grow, a lot of obstacles
and resistances would be met in the course of progress. These
difficulties are discussed below.
In probing for the causes of difficulties, eight most frequently
mentioned reasons during the pretest were cited and respondents were
asked to choose the three most important areas. The results, as shown in
Table 5.19, indicate that the attitudes adopted by both the government
and the people present obstacles to the growth of the consumer movement
in Hong Kong. Respondents were doubtful about government's sincerity
towards the consumer movement. This is the largest obstacle in the respon-
dents' minds as shown by the high rating.
The attitude adopted by people in Hong Kong shows that they are
indifferent to the consumer movement' and are not interested in forming
consumer-oriented groups. Perhaps one reason is because people are
too busy making money that they have little time to devote to the consumer
movement. All these contribute to the difficulties facing the consumer
movement.
The image of consumer leaders also affects the growth.
Lack competent leaders is considered the third important obstacle.
Actually the history in the growth of the Hong Kong economy has
demonstrated that Hong Kong people are really competent. Perhaps these
competent people have not yet taken part in the movement. Respondents
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felt that consumer leaders are more interested in publicizing them-
selves than pursuing consumer benefits. Also, the fact that private
consumer organizations lack financial strength is also considered an
obstacle towards the consumer movement.
Plans urgently needed for protecting the consumers
Eight plans which are considered as being urgently needed for
protecting the interests of consumers have been cited by the respondents.
These are listed in descending order of importance as mentioned by
the respondents. Individual ratings, as found in Table 5.20, indicate
that labelling is considered the most rugently needed plan. Respon-
dents replied labels should be made compulsory on all products which
might cause danger to health the rating was a high 7.4. Also,
trade marks and trade descriptions should contain no misleading claims in
regard to quantity, weight, composition and performance. Perhaps that
Trade Description Ordinance proposed by the Consumer Council in 1974
would satisfy consumers' needs in this area.
Sanitary condition is another area which respondents were
concerned about. Respondents thought that all meat sold to the public
should be inspected for sanitary conditions. Two other urgently
needed plans are to protect consumes from mis-representation in
promotional activities and to regulate advertisements directed
children on television.
The call for a uniform system of weights and measures ranked
sixth in the list. This shows that people are less concerned about
this aspect. Two other areas about advertisements were also mentioned
and the call for regulating advertisements of cigarettes on television
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ranks last among the plans.
Consumer's support in the consumer movement in Hong Kong
Table 5.21 suggests that most respondents (79.5 percent) were
very passive in the consumer movement in that they only refused to
buy things considered unfit. Forty one percent favoured reporting
their case to consumer organizations and 36.9 percent said they would
influence friends and relatives to join in the boycott. The more
active way was less favoured. Only 18 percent thought of joining consumer
organizations to consolidate consumerism, and 6.6 percent mentioned
joining demonstrations. This suggests that consumer organizations
should expand their services in handling complaints so that consumers
are able to fully utilize these services. Also, attempts should be
made to convince consumers about the usefulness and capabilities of the
consumer organizations in protecting the interests of consumers.
5.6 Consumers' Attitude Towards Marketing
and the Consumer Movement
There has always been a considerable gap between consumers and
businessmen. Consumerists point out that consumers are suffering from
market malpractices: high prices, poor quality, exaggerating advertisements,
etc. However, businessmen claim that they have already tried their best
to satisfy consumer needs. In this section, consumers' attitude towards
marketing and the consumer movement is throughly discussed in hope
that our findings can be of value towards bridging this gap. Discussion
will be divided into four parts: advertisement truthfulness, attitude6




Table 5.22 indicates that respondents were very skeptical about
the truthfulness of advertisements. In fact, one of the marketing
practices that has constantly been criticised is advertisement. About
60 percent of the respondents disagreed that advertised products are
more reliable than unadvertised ones. This is a brave statement as
consumers are exposed to numerous kinds of advertisements day by day.
Two-thirds of the respondents disagreed that advertisements usually
represent the true nature of the product. This explains why respondents
felt that advertised products are not necessarily reliable.
In fact, about two-thirds agreed that advertisements always
cause confusion to consumers. Consumer advocates have constantly
reminded businessmen that the poor consumer is always exposed to
advertisements which are unrealiable, untrue and confusing. Respondents
felt that advertisements are merely tools used by businessmen aiming
at attracting sales rather than telling the truth (77 percent).
The attitude adopted by consumers towards advertisement has
revealed to businessmen that some sort of action is needed to promote
a better understanding between consumers and the business sector.
The advertising industry is now responding to criticisms by setting
up a self-regulating merchanism. As pointed out by Leo Greensland,
a 24-year veteron of the advertising industry: if we do not watch out,
in the not-too-distant future we may see a U.S. Bureau of Advertising
that has power to approve or reject all advertising(9).
Consumer attitude toward marketing
Respondents in the survey were relatively price conscious, as
62 percent disagreed that it is not worthwhile for consumers to shop
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around comparing prices. Only 25.6 percent agreed and 12.4 percent
were not sure. Though quality of products was considered to be improved
in recent years (36.8 percent), three-quarters of the respondents felt
that the buying decision is difficult to make because of the wide
variety of competing products available. Rapid technical advancement
and the concept of mass production have introduced large number of different
products which are new to consumers. Also, various activities aiming
at promoting these products have caused confusion in the minds of consumer.
More respondents felt that consumers did not yet know how to
protect themselves from illegal and dishonest trading activities
(38.5 percent vs. 29.6 percent). Also, more agreed that consumers do
not know much about the more economic say of buying things (38.5 percent
vs. 33.6 percent). However, whether or not mistakes made by consumers
in buying are due to their own fault is inconclusive. Sidle most
respondents felt that consumers are at the mercy of sellers, a large
majority (75.8 percent) favoured the idea of introducing consumer
education to the school syllabus. Recently the Consumer Council also
recommended consumer education to be incorporated into the Economics
and Public Affairs syllabus of secondary schools. By such measures
students can hopefully be trained to be consumer conscious.
Consumer-business relations
There is an old saying that the consumer is always right.
The motive behind this saying is that sellers can earn more by satisfying
the buyers. Approximately 30 percent of the respondents agreed as
indicated in Table 24. However, more than 40 percent disagreed and
the rest were uncertain. One reason behind this is indicated by the
saying that sellers are usually more interested in making profit then
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in serving consumers. The majority of the respondents (83.6 percent
adopted this belief. To them whether or not the consumer is right
is considered immaterial by sellers. The more important thing to
sellers is that they can make a reasonable profit. This shows
the unhappy feeling of consumers towards the sellers.
On the other hand, the majority (77.9 percent) agreed that
manufacturers are more sensitive to consumer needs now than in the
past. This indicates that respondents believed manufacturers wer paying
more attention to satisfying consumer needs. Respondents feelings as
to whether or not sellers usually operate on the principle let the
buyer beware instead of let the seller beware and to whether or not
more attention will be placed on the health and safety aspects of future
products is inconclusive. This is indicated by the high uncertainly
rate (over 40 percent)which shows that either the respondents did not
understand the statement of did not possess sufficient knowledge to
answer such statements. Since these two statements are concerned with
business policies which might be beyond the experience of the consumers,
the high uncertainty rate is expected.
Respondents have adopted healthy attitudes towards the consumer
movement. Though the movement brings changes
in business practices, the majority (46.7 percent, disagreed that
the consumer Aiouenent is a threat to businessmen. On the other hand, more
than three-quarters felt that the consumer movement is beneficial to
the economy. This is also the attitude adopted by consumerists and
some businessmen. Recently several articles in the Harvard Business
Review has revealed this opinion stating that:
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"Consumerism may be the best thing that has happened to
advertising in the past 20 years (9)
Consumerism is promarketing (14)
Consumerism can be used effectively as marketing tool (17).
Government regulations
Discussions about the consumer movement would not be complete
without probing into the part played by the government. To protect
the consumers requires active participation of the government in
providing and enforcing consumer protection legislation. More than
80 percent of the respondents agreed that government should set up
minimum quality of standards for the manufacturers. Nearly 90 percent
felt that the government should test of- products and make results
known to the public. At present no standard exists and the Consumer
Council does not even possess any testing facilities of its own.
Nearly ninety percent felt that Government should set up a
separate department responsible for safe-guarding consumers' interests.
The Consumer Council is not a government department at present and
respondents hoped that a formal government department could look after
consumer needs better. Also, the call for regulating advertisement
was strongly supported by approximately 70 percent of the respondents.
The survey indicates that consumers expect the government to
play a more prominent part in protecting them. It also calls for
self-regulation among advertisers. Hence businessmen should pay more
attention not to offend consumers with over-exaggerated advertisements.
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Percentage of RespondentsHousing TypeE)
30.3 %Self-owned
46.7 %Rented
18.0 %Low cost housing
3.3 %Resettlement Estate
1.6 %Others



































LABELLING OF FOOD PRODUCTS
(122 responses)
Percentage of RespondentsLabel




60.7 %Name of manufacturer





















7.3 %Automobile and spare part
TABLE 5.5


















30.2 %Not enough weight













CONSUMERS' KNOWLEDGE ABOUT ACTIVITIES




Who Know the Activity
73.0%Handling complaint
Broadcasting prices of meat and
vegetables on radio Hong Kong
47.5%& Commercial Radio




KNOWLEDGE ABOUT THE CON S`Im'ER COUNCIL
FOR THOSE WHO HAVE ALREADY HEARD IT
(114 responses)







PARTICIPATION IN THE CONSUMER MOVEMENT
Activity Participation
0 %Joining consumer organisations
Writing to newspapers/magazines to express your opinion
0 %about consumer problems
Expressing complainpts to consumer organisations about
the unsatisfactory goods or services you bought 1.6 %
Expressing complaints to the seller who sells you







Agree Sure Disagree DisagreeAgree
1. It is effective in handling
7.9%32.5% 27.2% 23.7%8.8%complaints
2. It can really represent the
11.4%29.8% 28,1% 23.7%7.0%interest of consumers
16.7%4.4% 33.3% 40.4%5.3%3. It is a trouble maker
4. It presents useful information
3.5%35.1% 37.7% 13.2%10.5%for consumers to help them make
buying decisions
7.9%26.3% 3 1.6% 27.2%7.0%5. It comments are very constructive
6. Manufacturers are willing to co-
14.0%5.3% 30.6% 37.7%4.4%operate with the Consumer Council
7. Its overall performance is
12.3%16.7% 35.1% 33.3%2.6%satisfactory
Note: In order to test the significance of each statement, their mean is






Any statement is insignificant if its mean lies within 2.9 to 3.1





FROM THE CONSUMER COUNCIL
(114 responses)
Number of Respondents PercentageStatement
Mentioning
1. It should be given more power to
84.2%96fight against profiteers
2. It should be incorporated as a
47.4%54government department dealing
exclusively with consumer affair
3. It should provide more information
43.9%50for the public in all matters relating
to consumer purchases and rights
4. It should test market products and
41.2%47inform the public
5. Its members should be elected by the
38.6%44public









To safe-guard the general interest and welfare of the
1.5
consuming public
To discover profiteering and to supply information
1.7
against profiteers
2.3To represent the interes of the consuming public
To research the source of supplier and the availability of
2.5
substitutes
To advise government and the business sector in matters
2.5
relating to the consuming public
2.6To investigate the trend of the goods markets
2.8To improve the quality of merchandise of manufacturers
To encourage formation of private consumer co-operatives
2.8in various sectors of the community
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TABLE 5.14

































DIFFICULTIES IN THE GROWTH OF THE









OBSTACLES IN THE GROWTH OF




Government's attitude is not sincere 7.2
4.4People in Hong Kong are indifferent to the Consumer Movement
The consumer movement lacks competent leaders 3.7
3.2People in Hong Kong are not interested in forming groups
People are too busy making money that they have little time
to devote to the consumer movement 3.1
Pressure from the business sector is too high 2.8
Consumer leaders are more interested in publicizing themselves
than pursuing consumer benefits 2.3
Private consumer organizations lack financial strength 2.0
Note: The importance rating is based on the percentage of responses.
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TABLE 5.20
PLANS URGENTED NEEDED IN HONG KONG
ImportancePlans
Rating
Labels should be made compulsory on all products which
7.4might cause danger to health
Trade marks and trade descriptions should contain no
misleading claims in regard to quality, weight,
7.0
composition and performance
All meat sold to the public should be inspected for
5.6sanitary conditions
Consumers should be protected from suffering loss
through sales talks, sales literature and advertisements
5.2which misrepresent the goods or services offeced
Advertisements directed towards children on TV should
5.1be regulated
A uniform system of weights and measures should be
3.9regulated
Advertisers are required to funish proof of claims made
2.9to their products
Advertisement of tabacco and cigarettes on TV should
2.2be regulated
Note: The importance rating is based on the response percentages
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TABLE 5.21
METHODS TO SUPPORT CONSUMER




Refuse to buy from the seller of manufacturer who supplies
79.5 %goods at unfair prices or of poor quality
41.0 %Report the case to a consumer organization
Influence friends and relatives to join in the boycott 36.9 %
Expose or criticise the situation by writing to newspapers
27.9 %or magazines
Increase the strength of consumers by joining in consumer
nrcrnni oat4nna 18.0 %








1. It is not worthwhile for consumers
11.6% 20.7%E1.3%14.0% 12.4%to chnn around comparing prices
2. The quality of most products is
3.3%31,1% 39.3% 20.5%5.7%much better now than in the past
3. Many of the mistakes made by
consumers in buying are due to
9.0%29.5% 24.6% 27.9%9.0%their own fault
4. Buying decision is more difficult
to make because of the wide variety
1.6%18.0% 54.1% 13.1% 13.1%of competing products available
5. Most consumers already know how
to protect themselves from illegal
9.0%4.1% 25.4% 32.0% 29.5%and dishonest trading activities
6. Consumers do not know much about
the most economic way of buying
6.6%33.6%. 27.9% 27.0%4.9%thing
7. Consumer education should be
0.8%2.5%55.0% 20.8%Introduce into the school syllabus20.8%







Agree Sure Disagree DisagreeAgree
Advertised products are more
realiable than unadvertised
1.6% 18.9%13.9% 27.9% 37.7%ones
Advertisements usually aim at
attracting sales rather that
7.14% 0.8%25.4% 51.6% 14.8%telling the truth
Advertisements always cause
1.6%9.8%54.9% 22.1%11.5%confusion to consumers
Advertisements usually represent
13.8%48.4%12.3% 23.8%1.6%the true nature of the product
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TABLE 5.24




Agree Sure Disagree DisagreeAgree
Sellers usually operate on the
principle that the consumer is
23.0% 25.4% 10.7%25.4%32.8%8.2%always right.
Sellers usually operate an the
principle let the buyer beware
4.9%16.4% 42.6% 33.6%instead of let the seller beware. 2.5%
Sellers are usually more interested in
making profit than in serving
2.5%4.1%43.4% 9.8%40.2%consumers.
Manufacturers are more sensitive to
consumer needs now than in the
0.8%2.5%65.6% 18.9%12.3%past.
The consumer movement is a threat
1.6%34.4% 32.8% 18.9%12.3%to businessmen
The consumer movement is beneficial
50.0% 1.6% 019.7%28.7%to tha economy
When new products are designed in the
future, more attention will be paid
to the aspects of health, safety







Agree Sure Disagree DisagreeAgree
Government should get up minimum
quality of standards for the
2.5%41.8% 12.3% 1.6%41.8%manufacturers
Government should perform testing
of products and make them known
1.6% 045.1% 9.0%44.3%to the public
Government should set up a separate
department responsible for safe-
0049.2% 14.8%36.1%guarding consumers' interests
Advertisements should be strictly
1.6%2.5%40.2% 26.2%29.5%regulated by the government
6.0 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
Because the history of the consumer movement in Hong Kong is
short, complete information about the consumer movement is lacking.
This thesis has tried to lay down a theoretical framework by discussing
the status of the consumer and the consumer movement. The consumer
movement experiences of several major countries have also been intro-
duced in hopes that Hong Kong can benefit from them. In order to know
what has been achieved in Hong Kong, several consumer leaders were
interviewed and the role of local consumer organizations was investigated.
The highlight of the survey was interviewing 122 persons of different
occupations, income and age groups. Overall appraisal of the survey is
discussed under the following topics: validity of hypotheses, implica-
tions and recommendation.
6.1 Validity of Hypotheses
The questionnaire was designed according to six hypotheses mentioned
in Chapter One unver the heading Source of Information and Research
Methodology. The validity of each of these hypotheses are revealed
below.
Hypothesis One:
Citizens are beginning to be aware of the consumer movement
in Hong Kong.
This hypothesis is true. Consumer Movement or Consumerism
is a relatively new word to Hong Kong citizens (only 22 percent have
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heard it). At present consumer movement is closely related with
overcharging and poor quality of merchandise. Though set up for less than
one year, consumer organizations are becoming familiar to the citizens.
The two private consumer organizations are comparitively less well-known
than the Consumer Council. Among the activities carried out by the
Council, complaint handling is best known. However, the survey indicated
that this service is seldom utilized and people are not yet accustomed
to settle their dissatisfactions through the Consumer Council. The
consumer movement is starting in Hong Kong but a longer time is needed for
more people to be aware of its presentce.
Hypothesis Two:
The incrasing cost of living is the major cause for the rise of
the consumer movement in Hong Kong.
Survey results confirmed the. validity of this hypothesis. The
two main reasons considered responsible for the settling up of consumer
organizations are to safeguard the general interest and welfare of the
consuming public and to discover profiteering and to supply information
against profiteers.
Throughout 1974 Hong Kong has suffered badly from continual
inflation. The general consumer price index increased by 18 points within
the first eleven months of 1974. The price of rice jumped from $1.40 (per
catty) in 1973 to $2.03 in May 1974 and declined slightly in the following
months. The two essential commodities, foodstuff and housing, have each
been witnessing sharp increases in prices, with the former excedding
twenty points. The increase in the cost of living is best illustrated
by the statistics taken from the Monthly Digest of Statistics November
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1974 (Table 6.1). Under such situations the government was asked to take
positive steps to slow down the price increases. The Consumer Council
was fromed during such a time. Up to now most people still associate
counteracting inflation alone. As indicated by a recent article in the
Harvard Business Review, consumer concern over prices was also considered
the most important course for the growth of consumerism in the United
States (8).
Hypothesis Three:
Performance by Hong Kong consumer organizations is satisfactory
so far, but further efforts in improvement are still needed.
Although the Consumer Council has wide contact with various
sectors of the community, the majority of respondents believed that its
performance was far from satisfactory. At present, the Council acts on
public opinion only, without possessing any power. Respondents hoped to
see more power given to the Council and incorporation of theCouncil as a
government department dealing exclusively with consumer affairs. A slight
majority considered the Council effective in handling complaints and in
supplying useful information for making buying decisions. However, they
also urge the Council to test market products and provide more information
in all matters relating to consumer problems. This shows that the Council
has to make more improvements in order to gain further recognition from the
public. The hypothesis concerning the two other consumer organizations
(the Association of Hong Kong Consumers Ltd.) was not tested in the survey




There is a considerable gap between consumers and the commercial
sector.
Research findings confirm the validity of the hypothesis.
Respondents believe that businessmen are more interested in making profits
than serving the consumers. Consumers felt very much dissatisfied with
advertisements. People believed tlu t advertisements are here to attract
sales rather than tell the truth. On the other hand, consumers admitted
that product quality is improving and that manufacturers are:more sensitive
to consumer needs now than in the past. Obviously consumers have noticed
the efforts made by the commercial sector. However, illegal and dishonest
trading activities frighten consumers, and the wide variety of different
products confuse them. This proves the existence of gaps between consumers
and the commercial sector which need to be bridged.
Hypothesis Five:
Government attitude is one of the important factors that affect
the progress of the consumer movement.
Validity of the hypothesis is verified in the survey. Indeed
the most important obstacle is believed to be government's attitude
towards the consumer movement. Respondents have urged the government to
set up a separate department for consumer affairs. Also, respondents
felt that the government should aid the consumer movement in the following
ways:
1. set up quality standards for manufacturers




The consumer movement wil grow slowly in Hong Kong.
So far no respondent has disagreed that the consumer movement will
grow in Hong Kong. However, it wills grow slowly owing to a lot of obstacles.
In general respondents were very pessimistic about the pace of progress.
They were skptical about the attitude adopted by the government and
expressed regret about the indifferent attitudes of the citizens. Unless bo
both parties change their attitudes, the consumer movement is not likely
to progress at a quicker pace than now.
6.2 Conclusion
Results of the survey indicate consumer's lack of confidence in
the consumer organizations, the business sector and the government.
This implies that a solution must be worked out.
Consumer organizations
The Consumer Council is the largest consumer organization in
Hong Kong and yet consumers do not consider its performance satisfactory.
Since it does not possess any real power, its advice to sellers is often
overlooked. Most respondents would like to see the Council equipped
with authority given by consumer protection laws. To bridge the gap,
the Council would have to educate the consumers about the benefit of
acting on public opinion instead of acting on authority given by law.
Some consumers claimed that they are confused by the variety of
products in the market and that they do not have adequate information to
make purchasing decisions. Consumer organizations should pay more atten-
tion to building up a more efficient information system so that consumers
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can make ntelliaent purchasing decisions.
Consumers also cast doubts on the competence ana intention Ul
certain consumer leaders who they see as more interested in publiczing them-
selves than working for consumers' benefits. Unless these consumer leaders
can demonstrate their capabilities to consumers with specific achievements,
the consumer organizations will face considerable difficulty in finding
public support.
The Business Sector
Survey results show that there is a considerable gap between
consumers and the business sector. Consumers are looking for accurate
market information and better quality of goods. However they are still
dissatisfied with the businessman who are more interested in making profits
than serving consumer needs. Hence in the future, the business sector must
also stress social responsibilities in addition to profit-making. Consumers
feel dissatisfied most with advertisements, which are considered confusing
and exaggerating and aim at attracting sales rather than telling the truth.
This implies that the business sector would have to regulate itself or
else face more restrictions through legislation.
As a result of increasing demands from consumers, the consumer
movement has caused changes in business practices. Only those who act
for the benefits of the consumers will profit from the movement. The
movement also represents a challenge to corporate executives. Corporate
policies have to be re-formulated to meet consumer demands in the light
of the consumer movement.
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The Government
The Hong Kong government has for a long time been adopting the
policy of minimal interference. However, survey results show that there
is a strong demand for the government to participate more in the consumer
movement. This probably explains why consumers are demanding more con-
sumer protection laws and more power be given to the Consumer Council.
They seem not aware of the limitation of legislation, and the fact that
government intervention does not appear to be the best solution either.
Hence the government needs to educate the consumers, and more channels




GENERAL CONSUMER PRICE INDEX

















Source: Department of Statistics, Hong Kong Government.
Monthly Statistics of Hong Kong. December 1974.
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6.3 Recommendations
The present study reveals the situations and problems encountered
by the consumer movement in Hong Kong. The government, the business sector
and the consumers themselves have been found to be responsible for the
progress of the movement. Since the history of the consumer movement is
still young, some experiences useful to Hong Kong have been borrowed
from countries abroad. The following is a list of recommendations based
on the present study and experiences gathered.
Consumer information
Most of the complaints made by consumers are due to inadequate
and inaccurate information about the marketplace. In order to bridge
the gap between consumers and the business sector, a more efficient
information system is needed and both the Government and the business
sector should start building such a system. In the United States, a
Consumer Product Information Coordinating Centre has recently been
created by the Government a National Business Council for Consumer
Affairs was also set up to help consumers. In Hong Kong individual
resources of companies, chambers, associations and consumer groups
should also consider forming among themselves a centralised organization
aiming at supplying consumers with more complete information about goods
and services from the marketplace. Such an arrangement not only would
solve confricts between consumers and the business, but could also improve
and upgrade the quality of products.
Consumer remedy
Very frequently disputes arise during consumer transactions.
At present not much can be done to resolve such disputes in Hong Kong.
When a consumer is dissatisfied with the goods and services, he can
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make a complaint to the Consumer Council. If such complaints are
verified to be reasonable, the Council will than advise the seller to
settle them. However, it is entirely up to the seller whether or not to
take any action. A small claims court which provides a channel for
sellers and buyers to meet and resolve their disputes could be set up.
The small claims court is necessary because the amount during transactions
is usually too small for the case to be referred to ordinary courts.
Small claims courts can be of great benefit to consumers and to the
country.
Consumer education
Consumer education is an integral part for protecting the interests
of consumers. If consumers can be educated, they would be able to make
wise purchasing decisions. The experience of other countries in the
consumer movement suggests that there is a trend towards professionalism
in the area. In order to meet such a challenge the present school
syllabus.
Health and safety
In order that consumers can live in a healthy environment, the
following issues concerning health and safety should be observed:
1. Legislations should be set up to safeguard consumers against risk
of injury
2. The Consumer Council should more informative about safe use of
products
3. Government should set up standards for minimum quality and
manufacturers should pay greater attention to health and the safety
of their products.
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4. The Government or the Consumer Council should systematically compile
information concerning hazards and accidents about consumer products.
Food and drug
Both are important issues in consumer problems. Since food is
a daily necessity, the Government should devise better methods of
inspection in order to guarentee that the good is free from all kinds of
artificial or natural contamination. Very frequently food additives
have caused health problems hence these should be strictly controlled.
The government should also consider making nutritional labelling compulsory
so as to benefit consumers.
Legislation should also be introduced to regulate advertisements
in drugs. Very often drugs available on the market are not capable of
producing the therapeutic effects claimed by manufacturers. Hence more
research is needed to analyse drugs, and legislations should be introduced
to regulate and drug before it appears in the marketplace.
Opportunities for the business sector
The consumer movement can be a profitable opportunity for business-
man. A recent example is that the Good House Keeping Magazine has increased
its sales by creating a pro-consumerism image to the public (Fig.6. 1).
In order to benefit from the movement the business sector should adopt
a concern-for-the-consumer attitude. When products are produced, more
attention should be paid to upgrading product quality, safe and healthy
aspects, and social worthiness. In order to implement the concern-for-
the-consumer attitude, it is advantageous to create the post of Vice
President for Consumer Affairs or a task-force charged with the responsibi-
lity in dealing with consumer affairs. Some suggested programs are as
follows:
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a. free complaint services
b. full disclosure of ingredients
c. free consumer counselling services
d. creation of a cool line so as to bring consumers into more intimate
contact with the company
e. provision of more complete product information through such means
like open-dating, nutritional labelling, etc.
Though Hong Kong lacks experience in the consumer movement, the
businessmen here are well-known for their ingenuity and adaptation to
changes. Those who are aware of the impact of the consumer movement,
and be prepared to meet challenges, will undoubtedly profit from the
movement. We hope to see that in the not-too-distant future, the business
sector, the government and consumers will all work closely together,
making Hong Kong a more lovely and pleasant place for living.
APPENDIX A
Questionnaire- Consumer Leaders
THE LINGANA INSTITUTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
A SURVEY OF THE CONSUMER MOVEMENT IN HONG KONG
(for consumer leaders)
1. Can you give me some information about your organization with respect
to the following items?
a) History of formation
b) Objectives of the organization
c) Activities including
(1) Complaint handling







2. (For Association of Hong Kong Consumers Ltd. and Universal Consumers
Axxociation Ltd.) What is the relation between your organization and
the Consumer Council? In what way is your organization different
from the Consumer Council?
3. Please comment on the present system of weights and measures in
Hong Kongo Do you think the metric system should be used to replace
all these systems? why?
4. Do you consider the present consumer protection legislation in Hong
Kong adequate? If not, what other legislation is needed?
5. What items do you think are most urgently needed for protecting
the interests of consumers in Hong Kong?
6, Do you perceive any difficulties in the progress of the consumer
movement in Hong Kong? What are these difficulties?




TIE LINGNAN TNSTITtTTE OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
THE CHINESE UNIVERSITY OF HONG KONG
A SURVEY OF THE CONSUMER MOVEMENT IN HONG KONG
1) Have you heard about the names of the following organisations
in Hong Kong? (please check)
noyes
Consumer Council
( 消 費 者 委 員 會 )
Universal Consumers Association
( 國 際 消 費 人 協 會 )
Association of Tong Kong Consumers
( 香 港 消 費 者 協 會 )
(if the respondent has not heard any of them, go to Q6.)
2) Please check the following items which you know (e.g., from the
newspaper, TV, or radio) are being done by the consumer





Studying the problem of rice
supply
Broadcasting prices of meat




Consumer Consumers of HK
Council Association Consumers
Studying profit margins of
importers, whole salers &
retailers
Studying the problem of
school textbooks
Surveying the problem of
school uniform
Surveying the problem of
catering
3) The following is a list of statements that some people consider
to be the reasons for setting up consumer organisations. Please
circle the numbers which best describe your feeling about their
importance.
1= I think this reason is most important
2= I think this reason is important
3= I am not sure
4= I think this reason is unimportant
5= 1 think this reason is the least important
Most Least
Important Important
To safe-guard the general interest and
1 2 3 4 5welfare of the consuming public
To discover profiteering and to supply
1 2 3 4 5information against profiteers
To investigate the trend of the goods




To research the source of suppliers and the
I 2 3 4 5availability of substitutes
To encourage formation of private consumer
co-operatives in various sectors of the
1 2 3 4 5community
To represent the interest of the consuming
1 2 3 4 5public
To advise government and the business sector
1 2 3 4 5in matters relating to the consuming public
To improve the quality of merchandise of
1 2 3 4 5manufacturers








It is effective in handling complaints 1 2 3 4 5
It can really represent the interest
of consumers 1 2 3 4 5
It is a trouble maker 1 2 3 4 5
It presents useful information for
consumers to help them make buying




1 2 3 4 5Its comments are very constructive
Manufacturers are willing to co-operate
1 2 3 4 5with the Consumer Council
51 2 3 4Its overall performance is satisfactory
1 2 3 4 5I know little about the Consumer Council
5) Please select from the list below three items which you consider
that the Consumer Council should pay more attention to in the future.
StatementItem
A. Its members should be elected by the public.
B. It should be given more power to fight against profiteers.
co It should lay down minimum standards tor the manufacturers.
D. It should test market products and inform the public.
E. It should be incorporated as a government department
dealing exclusively with consumer affairs.
F. It should provide more information for the public in all
matters relating to consumer purchases and rights.
Respondent's answer: I select item numbers
6) Have you ever felt dissatisfied about the goods or services you bought?
Yes
No
(If no, go to Q.10)
7) From your experience in buying things, what kinds of merchandise
were you dissatisfied with most?
Food
Home electrical and household appliances





Motor vehicles and accessories
Others, please specify























Store where you bought your merchandise
Hawker who sells the merchandise
Others, please specify
11) Have you ever heard the name consumerism or consumer movement?
Yes
No
12) Have you ever participated in the consumer movement by
joining consumer organizations
writing to newspapers/magazines to express your opinion
about consumer problems
Expressing complaints to consumer organizations about
the unsatisfactory goods or services you bought
Expressing complaints to the seller who sells you
unsatisfactory goods or services
Others, please specify
13) From what you know, are the following labels (contents, quantity,
name and address of manufacture) usually attached to packaged
foods and drugs?







14) Do you think the metric system should be adopted as a commonly









16) To what extent do you think consumer protection laws can provide





17) Please choose four from the following nine statements which you
think are urgently needed in protecting the interest of consumersim
in Hong Kong.
StatementItem
A uniform system of weights and measures : should beA.
established.
Trade marks and trade descriptions should contain noB.
misleading claims in regard to quantity, weight,
composition and performance.
Consumers should be protected from suffering lossC.
through sales talks, sales literature and advertisements
which misrepresent the goods or services offered.
Advertisers are required to furnish proof of claims madeD.
to their product.




Advertisement of tobacco and cigarettes on TV should beF.
regulated.
All meat sold to the public should be inspected for sanitaryG.
conditions.
Labels should be made compulsory on all products whichH.
might cause danger to health.
Respondent's answer: I select item numbers and





If your answer is no, please state your reason:






If your answer is no, please state your reason:
20) Please select from the eight statements below three statements
which you think are most responsible for causing difficulties in
the consumer movement in Hong Kong.
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StatementItem
A. Private consumer organizations lack financial strength.
Lack competent leaders in the consumer movement.B.
C. Government's attitude is not sincere.
People in Hong Kong are indifferent to the consumerD.
movement.
E. Pressure from the business sector is too high.
F. People in Hong Kong are not interested in forming groups.
G. People are too busy making money that they have little
time to devote to the consumer movement.
H. Consumer leaders are more interested in publicizing
themselves than pursuing consumer benefits,
Respondent's answer: I select item numbers
21) How would you support the consumer movement in Hong Kong?
Item Statement
A. Refuse to buy from the seller or manufacturer who supplies
goods at unfair prices or of poor qualitva
B. Influence friends and relatives to join in the boycott.
C. Report the case to a consumer organization.
D. Increase the strength of consumers by joining in consumer
organizations.
E. Expose or criticise the situation by writing to newspapers
or magazines.
F. Organize or join in demonstrations.
Respondent's answer: I support item(s)
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22) The following is a list of statements about the consumer. For
each statement listed, we would like to know how much you agree










Advertised products are more reliable
1 2 3 4 5than unadvertised ones.
Advertisements usually aim at attracting
1 2 3 4 5sales rather than telling the truth.
Advertisements always cause confusion to
1 2 3 4 5consumers.
Advertisements usually represent the true
1 2 3 4 5nature of the product
Consumer attitude
It is not worthwhile for consumers to shop
1 2 3 4 5around comparing prices.
The quality of most products is much better
1 2 3 4 5now than An the past.
Many of the mistakes made by consumers in




Buying decision is more difficult to
make because of the wide variety
1 2 3 4 5of competing products available.
Most consumers already know how to
protect themselves from illegal
1 2 3 3 4 5and dishonest trading activities.
Consumers do not know much about the
most economical way of buying
1 2 3 4 5things.
Consumers need impartial purchase
I 2 3 4 5information about goods services.
Consumer education should be introduced
1 2 3 4 5into the school syllabus.
Consumers and the business
Sellers usually operate on the principle that
1 2 3 4 E 5the consumer is always right.
Sellers usually operate on the principle
let the buyer beware instead of
1 2 3 4 5let the seller beware.
Sellers are usually more interested in
1 2 3 4 5making profit than in serving consumers.
Manufacturers are more sensitive to
1 2 3 4 5consumer needs now than in the past.
12 DefinitelyDefinitely
DisagreeAgree
The consumer movement is a threat to
I 2 3 4 5the businessmen.
The consumer movement is beneficial
1 2 3 4 5to the economy.
When new products are designed in the
future, more attention will be paid
to the aspects of health, safety and
1 2 3 4 5social worthiness
Government regulations
Government should set up minimum quality
1 2 3 4 5of standards for the manufacturers.
Government should perform testing
of products and make them known to
1 2 3 4 5the public.
Government should set up a separate
department responsible for safe-
1 2 3 4 5guarding consumers' interest,
Advertisements should be strictly regulated
1 2 3 4 5by the government.
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CLASSIFIED INFORMATION
This information is for classification purpose only and is treated




3. District where you live


















8. Marital status single
married
divorced
9o Number of members in the family
APPENDIX C
Letter from Celina Law, Secretary, the Law
Assoication of Hong Kong, Hong Kong,
October 19, 1974
THE LAW SOCIETY OF HONG KONG
1540. UNION HOUSE HONG KONG TEL: 5-237733
9th October, 1974.






I acknowledge the receipt of your letter of the
3rd instant, and regret that I am not in a position to
assist vou.
Perhaps I ought to add that it is outside the
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APPENDIX D
Letter from D.M.E. Evans, Professor, Department of
















I have received your letter of January 22nd, 1975. It seems
to me, however, that, while we would be happy to give you
assistance, the scope of your questions is extremely wide
and the provision of answers to them would be a task of
some magnitude. I am not prepared to ask a colleague to
undertake this and the best course for you is to use the
resources of the Law Library. The staff of the Law Library
will, I am sure, give you assistance in finding the works
of reference which will enable you to discover the material
which you need.
I shall circulate your letter to my colleagues and shall
inform you if any have the time to discuss with you the
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Market Survey Results of the Consumer Council,
August 14, 1974 and September 19, 1974
Taole showing price changes for the 50 commodities since 14.3.74
自 一 九 七 四 年 八 月 十 四 月 以 来 五 十 種 物 品 價 格 變 動 表
Average PriceLowest Price
Commodity



























oz. Brands Essence of Chicken
安 士 壓 白 蘭 士 雞 精
2 fl.oz. Can of Coca Cola
2 液 體 安 士 壓 罐 裝 可 樂
2 oz. Dextrosol Glucose
2 安 士 壓 得 力 素 葡 萄 糖6 oz. Horlicks
6 安 士 壓 好 立 克
O's Liptor Tea Bags
20 包 壓 列 頓 紅 茶 包 Natural Coffee
O oz. Nescafe Coffee (Instant)
Flavour
0 安 士 壓 雀 巢 □ 啡 精
lb. Ovaltine
磅 壓 阿 華 田
amily Size Ribena Black Currant Juice
家 庭 壓 利 賓 納 黑 加 侖 子 汁
2 US Fl.oz Can of San Miguel
複 製 12 液 體 安 士 罐 壓 生 力 啤 酒
lb. Tai Koo Granulated Sugar
5 磅 壓 太 古 砂 糖
qt. Watson Orange Cordial
夸 脫 壓 屈 臣 氏 濃 縮 橙 汁
O oz. Dl Monte Sliced Pineaplle
90 安 士 壓 地 捫 菠 蘿 片
oz. Real-Fresh Fresh Milk
安 士 壓 新 鮮 牌 鮮 奶
oz. Carnation Evaporated Milk
安 士 壓 三 花 淡 奶
oz. Eagle Brand Condensed Milk
14 安 士 壓 鷹 嘜 煉 奶
lb. Lactogen Milk Powder (Full Cream)
1 磅 壓 力 多 精 全 脂 奶 粉
1,000 gm. Quaker Oats
1,000 公 分 老 人 牌 麥 片
Large Size Kelloggs Corn Flakes
大 號 壓 家 樂 牌 玉 粟 片
oz. Campbell Cream of Chicken Soup
安 士 壓 金 實 忌 廉 雞 湯
15 oz. Del Monte Sardines in Tomato Sauce
15 安 士 壓 地 捫 茄 汁 沙 甸 魚
8 oz. Pearl River Dice with Black Beans
8 安 士 壓 珠 江 牌 豆 豉 鯪 魚
12 oz. Tulip Luncheon Meat
12 安 士 壓 三 花 牌 午 餐 肉
7 oz. Ma Ling Sliced Pork
7 安 士 壓 梅 林 牌 回 鍋 肉
12 oz. Great Wall Round Tin Corned Beef
12 安 士 長 城 牌 鹹 牛 肉 （ 圓 罐 ）
12 oz. Great Wall Square Tin Corned Beei
12 安 士 長 城 牌 鹹 牛 肉 （ 方 罐 ）
Park'N Shop, Village Road, Happy Valley
跑 馬 地 山 村 道 百 佳 超 級 市 場
Yau Shing Hong Supermarket
Des Voeux Rd. West, Hong Kong
德 輔 道 西 有 成 行 超 級 市 場
Kennedy Town Supermarket
Belcher's Street
卑 路 乍 街 西 環 超 級 市 場
Double Happiness Supermarket
Aberdeen Main Road
香 港 仔 大 道 雙 喜 超 級 市 場
Dairy Lane Supermarket
Waterloo Road
窩 打 老 道 惠 康 超 級 市 場
The No. 1 Dept. Store Supermaket
Nathan Road
彌 敦 道 大 元 百 貨 公 司
超 級 市 場
Gala Supermarket,
Nathan Road
彌 敦 道 家 樂 超 級 市 場
Sun Hing Supermarket
Tak Hing Street
德 與 街 新 與 超 級 市 場
Yun's Supermarket,
Sa Po Road
沙 布 道 恩 記 超 級 市 場
Asia Provisions Co. Ltd.
Cambridge Road.
劍 橋 道 亞 洲 食 品 有 限 公 司
取 向 平 均 以 上 平 均 平 均 以 下 最 低
21.3 17.0 4.3 40.4 17.0
10.0 22.5 5.0 42.5 20.0
15.2 17.4 4.3 28.3 34.8
15.2 26.1 4.3 21.7 32.6
8.9 24.4 2.2 40.0 24.4
40.0 24.0 4.0 24.0 8.0
7.0 34.9 4.7 34.9 18.6
26.2 28.6 7.1 26.2 11.9
7.0 20.9 4.7 27.9 39.5
37.5 40.0 0 17.5 5.0
APPENDIX G
Aposter requesting sellers to put down retail prices
on products sold, by the Association of Hong Kong
Consumer Ltd.
請 將 你 的 產 品
印 上 零 售 價 格
香 港 消 費 者 協 會 呼 籲 留 意 及 合 作 ， 以 便 商 品 公 正 出 售
海 報 的 意 義 與 寄 望
前 些 時 候 ， 本 港 市 面 的 零 售 商
品 價 格 天 天 都 在 上 漲 ， 雖 然 還 沒 有
到 早 午 晚 時 價 不 同 的 程 度 ， 但 幾 天
變 動 一 次 售 價 ， 已 夠 使 一 般 受 薪 階
級 叫 苦 。
在 理 論 上 來 說 ， 世 界 性 原 料 價
格 上 漲 ， 影 響 到 商 品 售 價 提 升 ， 原
是 無 可 避 免 的 事 ， 但 事 實 上 ， 我 們
都 知 道 ， 本 港 商 品 售 價 的 提 高 ， 是
人 為 的 因 素 居 多 。 部 份 急 功 近 利 的
投 機 商 人 ， 利 用 原 料 價 格 上 升 為 藉
口 ， 肆 意 提 高 售 價 ， 謀 取 暴 利 ， 這
種 不 道 德 的 商 業 行 為 ， 實 應 於 合 理
的 制 裁 。
在 歐 美 先 進 國 家 的 市 場 上 ， 出
售 的 商 品 都 印 上 價 格 和 品 質 說 明 ，
使 消 費 都 能 明 確 地 選 擇 他 們 需 要 的
商 品 。 但 在 本 港 的 消 費 市 場 上 ， 除
了 極 少 數 信 譽 良 好 ， 誠 實 公 正 的 廠
商 肯 將 售 價 印 明 外 ， 大 部 份 的 廠 家
或 入 口 商 都 任 用 零 售 商 訂 定 商 品 的
價 格 。 因 此 做 成 目 前 的 情 形 ， 同 一
牌 子 的 商 品 在 不 同 的 商 店 有 不 同 的
售 價 ， 有 時 差 距 幾 達 一 倍 。 一 般 消
費 者 因 沒 有 時 間 四 處 問 價 ， 往 往 買
入 貴 貨 。 售 貨 員 的 要 價 因 人 而 異 ，
更 是 時 有 所 聞 。 同 時 ， 不 印 明 或 標
明 售 價 ， 更 助 長 回 傭 制 度 的 盛 行 ，
直 接 影 響 到 優 良 品 質 商 品 的 銷 售 。
假 如 商 品 的 入 口 商 或 廠 家 能 在
商 品 上 印 明 零 售 價 及 詳 細 的 品 質 說
明 ， 消 費 者 便 有 信 心 選 購 ， 不 致 受
不 誠 實 的 零 售 商 所 欺 騙 。 入 口 商 和
廠 家 亦 不 會 因 不 誠 實 的 零 售 商 的 隨
意 提 高 售 價 ， 而 影 響 商 品 長 期 性 的
銷 路 。 買 賣 雙 方 皆 獲 其 利 。
中 國 傳 統 的 貨 真 價 實 童 叟 無 欺
的 商 業 態 度 ， 實 應 用 現 代 的 管 理 方
法 ， 加 以 發 揚 光 大 。 因 此 本 會 為 了
提 倡 此 一 傳 統 的 良 好 宗 旨 ， 發 行 本
海 報 ， 呼 籲 本 港 的 入 口 商 和 製 造 廠
在 他 們 的 商 品 上 印 明 零 售 價 格 ， 讓
他 們 的 商 品 能 夠 在 公 平 合 理 的 情 況
銷 售 ， 讓 消 費 者 能 安 心 隨 意 選 購 ，
這 是 我 們 這 次 發 行 海 報 的 意 義 與 寄
望 。
香 港 消 費 者 協 會 是 本 港 第 一 在 政 府 註 冊 的
私 人 組 織 ， 專 門 為 爭 取 消 費 者 的 利 益 ， 健 康 與
安 全 ； 及 進 行 大 衆 化 消 費 教 育 而 努 力 的 不 牟 利
法 人 團 體 。
請 大 家 支 持 大 家 ， 達 成 幸 福 與 健 康 的 生 活 。
APPENDIX H




stitute. Everything from new foods andAnd it is reflected in the wayYou won't find it in any
products movein the marketplace. newfabrics to the pill and pollution.dictionary.
Womenuse us to live by-andNot yet. Prosumerism buy by. We're a big part of their lives,But for businessmen-it could
and we earned it-by making sure thatIs Pro-Business,Toowell becomeone of the most meaning-
they never lose confidence in what weful words in the marketing lexicon. In addition to serving the con-
say.sumer, the prosumerist movementdoes
Prosumrrism muchfor business in general, as well A ProsumcristMeans Pro-Consumerism as the individual companieswhojoin it.
Advertising EnvironmentBy reaffirming the reliability ofTo begin with, prosumerismin-
the advertising messageit increases the Advertisers share this con-volves a genuine interest in satisfying productivity of the advertising dollar. fidence, because our readers knowthattoday's more sophisticated, more skep-
And by strengthening the con- we worry just as muchabout what ourtical, more demandingconsumer. fidence of the consumer at the sales advertisers say in our pages as we doIt is a contemporary marketing
counter, it benefits the economyas a about what we say. And that when aphilosophy that recognizes consumer- product appears in our magazine wewhole.ism as a new meansto gain a competi-
Prosumerism. A new word for havesatisfied ourselvesthat it is a goodtive advantage in the marketplace-by
one.a new era. And whohas better qualifi-better serving the consumer.
cations for defining the next stage of And. in back of every ad standsIn his recent Harvard Business
consumerism than Good Housekeeping the Good Housekeeping Consumers'Reviewarticle, Professor Philip Kotler*
-the one magazine that women have Guaranty which plainly says: If prod-provides valuable insight into the op-
uct or performance defective Goodrelied on for 87 years.portunities offered by consumerism.He
Housekeeping guarantees replacementpoints out that: The aht Climate For or refund to consumer.1) Consumerismwas inevitable Prosur risen
2) Consumerismwill be Join TheA growing number of marketersenduring
Prosumerist Movementare convinced that the pages of Good3) Consumerismwill be Housekeeping offer an unusual oppor-beneficial For many marketers prosumer-tunity for prosumerist advertising. ism is merely a continuance and en-4) Consumerismis Study after study has demonstratedthat largement of their present way of doingpromarketing our magazine creates a climate which business-with an added emphasis on5) Consumerism can be inspires genuine confidence amongour telling consumershowthey are servingprofitable readers and imparts a unique believa- them.bility to your advertising. There are For someit is a whole differentA Way To Increase
very tangible reasons whythis happens. way of doing things, beginning with aShare Of Market
positive point of view towards consum-A ProsumeristEnlightened marketers are fast erism and a genuine concern for the
Editorial Environmentrecognizing the value of taking a posi- consumer.
tive point of view towards the new Readers come to Good House- For both it is an unusual op-
keeping for facts. And they get them.needs and wants of today's consumers. portunity to turn any negatives into
This prosumerism is reflected Year after year, more editorial pages positives.
in more meaningful guarantees, clearly covering more subjects. Our 8-page The time is now. The place is
spelled out and strongly backed. The Better Way section alone pro- in the pages of America's prosumer
It is reflected in the trend to vides more hard facts about the busi- magazine.
more informative advertising that not ness of living than somemagazines do
only sells, but clearly andhonestly tells in an entire issue. Good Housekeeping
the consumer what she's entitled to We deliver information-much
of it generated by the more than 100know about the product and its per-
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1消 費 者 運 動 的 起 源 及 某 在 港 未 來 趨 勢 之 探 討
消 費 者 運 動 在 香 港 還 是 一 個 不 大 為 人 熟 悉 的 呂 詞
。 香 港 一 貫 採 取 自 由 競 爭 、 放 任 不 干 預 的 政 策 ， 如 果 希 望
政 府 挺 身 而 出 ， 負 起 保 護 消 費 大 眾 利 益 的 責 任 ， 將 是 不 可
思 議 的 事 。 但 由 於 生 活 費 用 飛 漲 ， 這 種 放 任 政 策 ， 似 乎 已
有 一 点 改 变 。 自 一 九 六 四 年 至 今 ， 生 活 費 指 數 由 一 百 点 躍
至 一 百 八 十 七 點 ， 顯 示 生 活 費 用 上 升 幾 達 一 倍 ； 而 自 去 年
能 源 危 機 以 來 ， 情 況 更 為 惡 劣 ， 居 民 飽 受 通 貨 膨 漲 之 苦 。
香 港 並 無 天 然 資 源 ， 所 需 物 品 大 部 來 自 海 外 ， 而 通 貨 膨 漲
亦 隨 这 些 物 品 輸 入 本 港 。
2去 年 三 月 間 ， 食 米 來 源 突 趨 短 缺 ， 價 格 隨 而 急 劇 上 漲
。 香 港 是 一 個 華 人 聚 居 的 城 市 ， 食 米 為 日 常 必 需 品 ， 價 格
上 揚 ， 不 只 普 羅 大 眾 生 活 深 受 影 響 ， 貧 苦 人 家 則 更 百 上 加 斤
。 当 局 有 見 及 此 ， 臨 時 特 設 一 食 米 問 題 諮 詢 委 員 會 ，
以 控 制 米 價 。 但 該 會 只 有 諮 詢 之 責 而 無 控 制 實 权 ， 一 般 社
會 人 仕 對 該 會 能 否 確 實 降 低 米 價 ， 亦 無 大 信 心 。
因 為 民 生 日 見 困 苦 的 緣 故 ， 去 年 二 三 月 間 ， 報 章 上 漸
見 有 保 護 消 費 者 組 織 的 介 紹 ， 其 中 尤 以 信 報 對 消 費 者 運 動
的 意 義 和 作 用 最 為 熱 心 。 該 報 認 為 消 費 者 組 織 在 外 國 已 極
為 普 及 和 成 功 ， 香 港 實 應 從 該 等 組 織 吸 收 經 驗 ， 以 便 更 有
3效 地 保 障 消 費 者 的 利 益 。 同 年 三 月 廿 八 日 ， 本 港 財 政 司 夏
鼎 基 先 生 認 為 時 機 已 經 成 熟 ， 宣 佈 當 局 有 意 設 立 一 個 消
費 者 保 護 局 之 類 的 組 織 ， 以 便 影 響 物 價 及 揭 發 暴 利
。
此 一 宣 佈 立 即 受 到 社 會 各 界 人 仕 歡 迎 ， 但 亦 有 表 示 異
議 ， 如 市 政 局 張 有 興 議 員 即 表 示 該 行 動 不 夠 積 極 ， 應 考 慮
直 接 控 制 物 價 。 同 年 四 月 ， 消 費 者 委 員 會 正 式 成 立 ， 簡 悅
強 爵 士 出 任 該 會 首 屆 主 席 ， 另 十 二 伍 來 自 各 階 層 人 仕 為 該
會 委 員 ， 全 部 由 港 督 任 命 。 消 費 者 委 員 會 是 本 港 第 一 個 保
障 消 費 者 的 組 織 ； 稍 後 另 兩 個 同 類 性 質 和 人 團 體 相 繼 成 立
4， 即 香 港 消 費 者 協 會 和 國 際 消 費 人 協 會 。
消 費 者 運 動 在 香 港 雖 然 剛 剛 開 始 ， 但 在 外 國 則 已 有 數
十 年 歷 史 ， 例 如 在 美 國 就 有 七 十 年 之 久 。 在 其 他 國 家 ， 如
英 國 、 加 拿 大 、 瑞 士 、 丹 麥 和 荷 蘭 等 ， 消 費 者 運 動 早 已 十
分 活 躍 ； 在 亞 洲 國 家 ， 如 日 本 、 韓 國 、 馬 來 西 亞 、 星 加 坡
、 菲 律 賓 等 ， 此 項 運 動 亦 在 進 展 中 ， 香 港 在 這 方 面 的 經 歷
實 在 最 短 。
本 論 文 目 的 之 一 ， 在 就 各 先 進 國 ( 如 英 、 美 、 澳 洲 、
紐 西 蘭 、 加 拿 大 和 星 加 坡 ) 在 消 費 者 運 動 經 驗 和 成 就 方 面
， 作 一 比 較 ， 從 而 找 出 一 些 對 本 港 消 費 者 運 動 有 俾 益 而 又
5較 具 體 的 意 見 ， 另 一 主 要 目 的 ， 在 探 討 香 港 消 費 者 運 動 的
起 因 ， 及 其 將 來 的 趨 勢 。 關 於 前 一 目 的 ， 資 料 大 多 直 接 來
自 各 國 消 費 者 組 織 ； 後 者 則 以 問 卷 方 式 ， 向 社 會 各 階 層 人
仕 ( 如 工 程 師 、 行 政 人 員 、 文 員 、 教 師 、 工 廠 工 人 、 家 庭 、
主 婦 ， 學 生 等 ) 直 接 搜 集 意 見 ， 及 經 電 腦 分 析 而 成 。
問 卷 共 長 七 頁 ， 答 卷 方 式 極 為 簡 單 ， 只 須 以 是 或
否 作 答 ； 另 設 漸 進 式 回 答 題 ( 如 極 同 意 、 同 意 、
無 意 見 、 不 同 意 、 極 不 同 意 等 ， 答 者 可 选 其 中 一 項 ) ， 以
便 更 精 確 探 求 消 費 者 意 見 。 此 外 ， 亦 問 及 作 答 者 之 職 業 、
性 別 、 居 住 地 區 、 教 育 程 度 、 薪 金 、 住 屋 類 別 及 婚 姻 狀 況
6等 ， 以 便 作 詳 細 的 電 腦 分 析 。 問 卷 之 設 計 、 參 照 下 列 假 設
而 成 ：
㈠ 香 港 居 民 對 消 費 者 運 動 漸 有 認 識 。
㈡ 消 費 者 運 動 發 展 的 主 要 原 因 係 由 於 生 活 費 用 高 漲 。
㈢ 消 費 者 委 員 會 的 表 現 頗 佳 ， 但 仍 需 繼 續 努 力 。
㈣ 消 費 者 與 商 業 界 之 間 有 頗 大 隔 膜 。
㈤ 政 府 之 態 度 實 足 以 左 右 消 費 者 運 動 的 發 展 。
㈥ 本 港 之 消 費 者 運 動 將 緩 緩 發 展 。
電 腦 分 析 顯 示 上 述 各 項 假 設 除 第 ㈢ 項 外 ， 其 餘 均 屬 正
確 。 一 般 人 仕 總 認 為 消 費 者 委 員 會 對 投 訴 事 件 的 處 理 甚 為
7令 人 滿 意 ， 但 認 為 該 會 應 化 驗 市 面 所 售 與 消 費 者 有 密 切 關
係 的 產 品 ， 並 將 該 等 資 料 提 供 大 眾 ， 以 便 購 物 時 參 考 。 同
時 ， 目 前 該 會 除 以 輿 論 作 武 器 外 ， 並 無 法 律 檢 控 權 力
， 作 答 者 希 望 當 局 賦 予 該 會 以 較 大 的 權 力 ， 以 便 對 消 費 大
眾 有 更 大 的 貢 獻 。
總 括 來 說 ， 一 般 消 費 者 對 商 業 界 ， 消 費 者 組 織 和 政 府
的 信 心 不 大 。 消 費 者 組 織 搜 集 各 類 商 品 資 料 ， 以 提 供 消
費 者 參 考 ； 另 一 方 面 ， 若 干 作 答 者 對 某 些 消 費 者 運 動 領 袖
的 動 機 ， 頗 感 懷 疑 ， 認 為 該 等 領 袖 主 要 在 出 風 頭 ， 對 於 追
求 消 費 者 利 益 並 無 多 大 興 趣 ， 如 果 消 費 者 組 織 希 望 得 到 更
8多 支 持 ， 該 等 領 袖 必 需 以 成 就 來 証 明 自 己 的 能 力 。 就 商 業
界 而 言 ， 有 些 商 人 只 重 謀 利 ， 往 往 忽 略 大 眾 利 益 ， 指 出 一
些 極 盡 誇 張 、 或 根 本 與 事 實 不 符 的 廣 告 ， 以 求 吸 引 顧 客 購
買 。 欲 使 消 費 者 諒 解 ， 商 人 必 需 自 律 ， 不 能 以 欺 詐 手 段 引
誘 消 費 者 購 物 ； 同 時 ， 除 追 求 利 潤 外 ， 更 需 顧 及 社 會 責 任
( 例 如 較 安 全 、 重 公 益 的 產 品 ) 。 就 政 府 而 言 ， 應 設 立 更
多 途 逕 ， 使 商 業 界 ， 消 費 者 和 政 府 之 間 的 意 見 可 以 互 相 溝
通 ； 同 時 一 般 消 費 者 認 為 需 要 較 多 保 障 消 費 者 的 法 律 ， 但
由 於 了 解 法 律 的 人 不 多 ， 因 此 政 府 應 加 強 消 費 者 教 育 ( 例
如 將 消 費 者 教 育 列 入 學 校 課 程 內 ) ， 以 培 養 健 全 的 消 費 者
9意 識 。
若 干 人 仕 以 為 消 費 者 運 動 對 商 業 界 是 一 大 威 脅 ， 殊 不
知 消 費 者 運 動 也 同 時 提 供 一 個 大 好 機 會 。 卻 求 增 加 商 品 銷
路 ， 商 人 應 多 關 心 消 費 者 ， 提 高 產 品 品 質 ， 注 重 安 全 及 衛
生 。 若 干 大 公 司 前 且 增 設 消 費 者 部 門 者 ， 此 一 部 門 由
高 級 職 員 出 任 主 管 。 聽 取 消 費 者 對 公 司 的 批 評 ， 作 為 公 司
和 消 費 者 之 間 的 橋 樑 。 其 他 可 行 的 辦 法 尚 有 ：
㈠ 免 費 處 理 顧 客 投 訴 ；
㈡ 公 開 產 品 成 份 和 含 量 ；
㈢ 免 費 提 供 顧 客 各 類 商 品 資 料 ；
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㈣ 設 立 熱 線 ， 以 便 顧 客 和 公 司 可 以 直 接 溝 通 。
㈤ 提 供 顧 客 更 詳 細 資 料 ， 如 商 品 上 之 商 標 說 明 ， 產 品
有 效 期 等 ， 以 便 利 顧 客 选 購 。
在 一 九 七 二 年 ， 美 國 食 物 零 售 商 GIANT FOOD INC 曾 採
取 上 述 措 施 ， 並 將 聘 前 美 總 統 消 費 事 務 特 別 助 理
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為 該 公 司 之 消 費 者 部 門 主 管 ， 統 等 公 司 與 消 費 大 眾 事 宜 。
結 果 該 公 司 之 營 業 額 與 利 潤 ， 均 創 下 新 的 記 錄 ， 其 中 主 要
的 原 因 ， 是 消 費 者 對 該 公 司 信 心 大 增 ， 因 而 爭 相 購 買 之 故
。 在 香 港 ， 消 費 者 運 動 為 時 尚 短 ， 只 有 具 遠 見 的 商 人 才 曉
得 利 用 消 費 者 運 動 這 一 大 好 機 會 ， 來 增 加 顧 客 對 公 司 的 好
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感 ， 從 而 達 致 刷 新 銷 路 的 目 的 。
— 完 —
寫 於 一 九 七 五 年 五 月


